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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. Or its Branches Crowd Followers - Hungry Flip Master Fun Network Android Game Strategy Crowd Followers Screenshot Details Download review update: 2020-12-09 Package Title: com.crowd.city.paper.snaker.bitlife.slither.io Download: 5060 Rating: 5060 Rating: 28 Tags: So Games Version: 1.0
Includes Ad Size: 36M Release: 2019-02-24 Official Site: How So Games Are Popular: Collect Followers From Anywhere on the Map. Io! :: Grab the hooks of other color players to remove and fire them! :: Take hundreds of paper people and show them who is the boss of chaos! GO collect color fans from anywhere on the snowball map!
Grab fans of other players and eliminate them! Lead hundreds of spiral people to them: App updates without detailed updates Screenshot app (picture) Crowd Followers - Hungry Flip Master (Figure 0) Crowd Followers - Hungry Flip Master (Figure 1) Crowd Followers - Hungry Flip Master (Figure 2) Crowd Followers - Hungry Flip Master
(Figure 3). )How to be popular :* collect. IO from anywhere on the map! Grab the hook of other colored players to eliminate and fire them! Lead hundreds of paper people and show them who is the boss of chaos! GO collect color followers from anywhere on the snowball map! Grab followers of other players to eliminate them! Bring
hundreds of people spiral and show them who the jump boss is! Gather people all over the city and crush your opponents with overwhelming leadership! Get bigger, stronger balls and crush more and more! Multiplayer real-time fights with your word friends. Kick opponents and be the last to the popular master crowd of the city to win!
Remember - people will only follow you if you win this popular paper story. IO In the game, players can swallow scattered tiny car passers-by to expand their team. Even more enjoyable is that players can swallow another player's balls to double their crowd. Inside the chaotic city you need to swallow a smaller hole - a crowd than you
yourself, while avoiding the roads of the big city. Crowd Followers Of Chinese Popular: Collect followers from anywhere on the map. Io! :: Grab the hooks of other color players to remove and fire them! :: Take hundreds of paper people and show them who is the boss of chaos! GO collect color fans from anywhere on the snowball map!
Grab fans of other players and eliminate them! Blow hundreds of spiral people and show them who is the boss of the jump! Gather people all over the city and crush your opponents with overwhelming leadership! Get bigger, stronger balls and smash more and more! Several people fight with friends in real time. Defeat your opponent and
become the most popular crowd winner in the big city! Remember - only when you win this popularity in Stories people will pay attention to you in a game where players can swallow scattered flour to expand their teams. Even more delightful is that players can swallow balls from other players to double their crowd. In a chaotic city you
need to swallow a smaller hole - a crowd than you yourself, while avoiding the roads of big cities. Normal Login Downloads to see more Now you can collect stamps on your phone and tablet. We take on the task of collecting all the best annotations, wrapping them in a playful way, and with the help of modern technology are ready to
present you in the most convenient way. Now you can just as well collect money to lie on the couch or sit in the subway. The main features. - Real notes and real series. Playing the coffin dance is the West African country of Garland喪 a burial culture, it is used as a meme material for the poor culture of many places. Coffin Dance 憤 Rage

 Tactical Girl is a fast-paced RPG strategy in which players must conquer enemy outposts scattered throughout the battlefield. The Maiden RPG tactic has found a familiar role on the emergency exit (Mr. Pict)! Diagnose your abilities in an easy-to-use opening game. Is it just like Mr. Peake? Just find and click on the same one of the
similar pictograms! The more you play, the more activated your brain and spatial consciousness becomes. Let our talents blossom! It's free. Probe! ピクト - 単違 Explore ゲム - Once upon a time, in a distant kingdom, magic coexisted with reality and lived next to Princess Lena. Her kingdom is as spectacular as possible, and every
resident is calm, whether it's a super-powerful dwarf or a little fairy, able to turn any boring old days into unforgettable celebrations. When the princess grew up, her advisers ruled the kingdom before she reached her senior year, and she was allowed to ascend to the throne. Everyone knows the beauty and brilliance of the young heiress,
but, unfortunately, Lane is not interested in her future thematic lifestyle. She spent her carefree happiness, happily unaware of her responsibilities in future positions. Royal Roads 1 If you like building equipment management, then this game definitely has something for you! In this new excavator simulation game, you need to learn how to
surround the excavator drive before you can use it to explore. So grab it as fast as possible and become a professional construction excavator driver! Heavy excavator 3D parking destroys buildings, all levels above the ground to get more stars. Use two different types of explosives, tnt and C4, to destroy buildings. But remember that
power is nothing with precision. Place the explosives in the right place and destroy everything to avoid the green. TNT Crash Serious accident occurred at the U.S. Army Laboratory in Connecticut. Virus 1988-N1 has been released. Virus aggressive and similar to influenza viruses. Avoid crowds, stay at home, and give you supplies. The
Government referred to the state of emergency and mobilized the army and the National Guard. The curfew will begin at dusk. BACKGROUND: In 80 years Blody: ZOMBIE STRIKE sends your factory-alien  forces to topple the rugged zombies trying to break through the sky. Foreigners Vs。 Vs. From battleships - COB states that the
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Online Dream Mensagem De Ano New 2021 Open99 - Taxi Reservation Fan Sleep Sounds - Fan noises for sleeping Apple update : Football Italy - Italy Football APTUS Mobile يشاوملل يويطع  ناطلس   Twentynine Eleven Church Extreme Wheat Delivery Trade End Thanks in 180 Plus Languages Surprise Art - Art Effect Aladdin Adventure
Pyramid DusMinute-Community Commerce OGO Detectives Privados Ecuador Story Telling character sheet Tennis.ru - USC Trojan stickers for iMessage。 Impossible Pet 2048 Multi - 8×8, 6×6, 4×4 tiles in one app! Mindray SAL Transit Overhead Police Cars Hastily Chased Milky Mist Dairy Products Recipe Paulo Do Peixe - Delivery
AC Health Tower Fox SV Frauenstein 1932 e.V. Hafez Hafez Idle Billionaire - Money Rain Hairstyle Magic Mirror Tennessee Avenue Baptist Church Bristol Salon Milwaukee Fort Smith PD Mobile Jelly-Bean Run-。Ner JETT تج  same-day Plug-in update: Delete the recommended video for Youtube ™ Gmail Adblocker Repeat Win10
Update button: Pinball FX3 - Williams™ Pinball: Volume 5 Halo Wars 2:3 Blitz Pack Cities: Skylines - Carols, Candles and Candy (Win). 10) ARK: Genesis Season Pass - Table Pinball FX3 - Pinball Glory Balls ™ Pinball FX3 - The Walking Dead city: Skylines - Downtown Bundle Halo Wars 2:100 Blitz packages - 35 Free Pinball FX3 -
Williams ™ Pinball: Volume 1 Europe Universalis IV: Art of War Portal ® Pinball Cities: Skylines - Downtown Radio (Win 10) Xbox Insider Sketch Premium Pinball FX3 - Star Pinball: Balance of Power。 PINBALL FX3 - Aliens vs Pinball ™ SBX Invoice Pinball FX3 - Major Cities Collection:Skylines - Synthetic Dawn Radio Pinball FX3 -
Williams™ Pinball: Volume 6 Pinball FX3 - Bethesda® Pinball Pinball FX3 - Williams™ Pinball。 : Universal Monsters Pack Cities: Skylines - Pearls from East Pinball FX3 - Williams™ Pinball: Pinball: 4 Cities: Skylines - Content Creator Pack: University City (Win 10) 当天更新Steam:Rend Early Access Patch 6: Patch Notes Essential
Updates: Customize your gameplay style and virtual awards photo contest! No coal here, just winter sales Savings! Feudalism 1.0.9 16.6.3 Build is now available update #13 - New Bosses! 0.2.18 - TOUCHDOWN Post Human W.A.R. evolves! Dark Hero Party Trailer Patch Notes - 5.5 (Live)  list of discounts on our games and kits!

 DevLog #4 Processing Mata 6.03: Balance Changes UPDATE 14 - BUST GHOSTERS! Beta 3 - Improved control! X-Morph: Defense - Now with a big shield! As for our legal difficulties... Modding Contest #2 single-geever update 2018.02.22 Boss 101 and zazmo Arcade Bundle Live Now Weekly ad and v0.66! Second hotfix for
0.15 Alpha 10: Hotfix Releases Cash Prize Tournament Update Announcement and Happy Holidays! Patch 01.28.2020 Changelog Mount and Blade II: Bannerlord Early Access Ad Speed Upgrade trademark troubles, help us decide on a new title. The new update is coming to Harbinger. Update 3.0.1 is available October 15 (Thurs)
Update Details Far Cry 4 Prison Escape Durgesh DLC Now available the first great super island god VR updates are finally from early access! Tear and library mazes by Acerola Patch 0.02.00 Creatures Chests and Wild Egg Nest we're back! Patch Notes - 6/12/2017 Death End Reus; THE quest is now AVAILABLE with Deluxe Pack!
Welcome to BonVoyage! Your chance to win a copy of Raji: An ancient epic for a couple! BETA 3.0 - Survival/sandbox survival modes Triton - Now on Steam Early Access ! UPDATE 0.46 - IMPROVEMENTS AI! Dead End Osanagokoro no Kimi nor Planet Coaster - 1.12.1 Update Support Hell, MI on Patreon Now! Dojin Otome bundle is
now live! FREE WEEKEND: Try Offworld Trading Company on Steam through 5/6! 当天更新 Tame Impala Photo: Valerie Macon/AFP via Getty Images Each week Vulture highlights the best new music. If a song is worthy of your ears and attention, you will find it here. Listen to them all. There's Impala, Posthumous Forgiveness
Posthumous Forgiveness is easy to highlight the latest crop of singles from Tam Impala's upcoming Slow Rush, because it doubles down on what frontman Kevin Parker is doing so well. Parker stands out for creating music that exists out of time, using the sound signs of the moment (you'd be forgiven if you thought that The Weeknd had
somehow contributed to the vocals here), but as he moves further and further away from the relatively simple psychological rock of the 2010s Years of Innerspeaker, he continues to find a home zonked out, hypnotic self-reflection. Here he goes further and further into his own life and memories, exploring his complicated relationship with
his father, and how he wishes he could tell him what his life is like now (hence the title of the song). «Posthumous ultimately is Tame Impala's most lyrically direct song, which also makes it the most heartbreaking. Parker's Greatest Greatest Although, you get just as much as you put into this song: At a minimum, it's a gorgeous sound
wallpaper, but spend a little time with it, and it's a fascinating artistic leap from the artist in the process of cementing a brilliant legacy. -Sam Hockley-Smith's The Weeknd, Blind Lights King Of The Fall rose and transports us back to the 80s. The second single The Weeknd Blinding Lights from his upcoming fourth album serves a manly
burst of energy that goes well with his companion single, and this music video, Heartless. Abel remains in the euphoria state in Blind Lights as he has an intimate romance with sin city and a bunch of strung synths (he loves synths!). It's lighter, trippier, and it's Abel's peak. It feels like it's a true caricature of the Weeknd brand. He's
promoting instagram again, he's going crazy on late-night shows, Abel's back, babe. -Claire Palo Torres, Gracious Day As the days become dark and short and long long long baths are a reward for a year of labor, the warmth of the acoustic paean to the dream of eternal solitude can fill the cold space with hope and desire to recover for
another journey around the sun. I don't want you to come home any more, I want you to come home, sings Mackenzie Scott, asking her love to switch allegiance from the past to the future, to upset and move from old to new with the promise of a lifelong commitment. It's time of year to go home, but it's a subtle distinction between sending
yourself and being received what made Scott such a clever lyric throughout her varied work, provoking such consideration into a few small moments. -Eva Barlow Caribou, You and I Melancholy, as a concept, is incredibly common in the music we listen to. Who doesn't like to wallow in a particularly beautiful downer jam from time to time?
(From time to time I mean several times a day, or all day every day). Dan Snit, as Caribou, has perfected a sad-on-dance-sex strain that manages to celebrate love, even if he laments the more painful aspects of it. I assumed he reached the top of that sound on 2014's Our Love, which positions it as a kind of braking club king of
romanticism, but You and I takes the world he created there even further, allowing synths to wobble and ripple before taking off the inclusion of a cheesy 80s pop metal guitar solo. It shouldn't work, but it does. Sam Hockley-Smith Pauline, Forget Me Now is not your typical breakup song; it is freed from the regret that classifies so many
soured love stories. What about me, how about me, how about me makes you lie right in my face. Lying alone in his mistake. Someday with me. No, I'm gone. Singer Channy Leaneagh builds her choir one line at a time. Her lyrics expose layers of frustration yet her delivery (almost intimidatingly) calmly. blunt strings like all the good
people I know Lost your light and the blow struck like a sucker punch, however. Sometimes there is nothing good, there is just moving forward. Pauline's expression is an expression of confidence and grace. -Corinne Osnos Kali Utsis, Solita There's a saying in Spanish that goes, Mejor sola, que mal acompa'aada, or better to be alone
than in bad company. Cali Utsis has taken the saying to heart and is taking it one step further on Solita (One), the singer's last single since the January release of her debut isolation. Bailando aqu' sola / Es mejor que con el diablo, - she sings, roughly speaking, translated to I better dance alone than with the devil. Uchis sounds miserable
as she bemoans the relationship, but don't get it wrong: This song isn't one for wallowing. During an interview with Beats 1, the singer said of the single sad but, I think it just goes back to wanting to feel empowered about independence rather than feeling like, Poor me, I'm alone. That's not quite true. I just feel that if you don't add value,
you're polluting my space. There you have: Uchis doesn't have time to spend - and so do you. Think of Solita as your theme song for the new year. -Daise Bedolla Kasha Radio, Lilac There is no way I would ever have predicted the existence of a group called Porridge Radio, but now that one exists I can not understand the world without
it. Porridge Radio, which met the UK seaside town of Brighton a few years ago, actually sounds like their name: Their musical landscape has a viscous, gooey heaviness that is incredibly satisfying to prod around the world. It begins with emergency guitars, strings and rhythmic patter, which is then interrupted by vocalist Dana Margolin's
assertions about hitting a brick wall. I'm stuck, I'm stuck, I'm stuck, I'm stuck, she's fret, trying to figure out how to be a well-intentioned person. I don't want to get bitter, I want us to get better is a very relatable plea for what we face as we strive to be better to each other and often find it much harder than we would like to admit. But it's
Porridge Radio refusing to give up the fight as they squeal through the final crescendo to the light. -Eve Barlow NoMBe, Paint California NoMBe delivers a much-needed dose of vitamin C at Paint California. While New Yorkers are pulling on their down jackets, Angelinos frolick in a Y2K midriff baring tops barefoot on the beach. The clip
proves nothing more and no less. This isn't the first time the German-born artist has aired his appreciation for his foster home (see California Girls from 2016), and it probably won't be the last. Rippling synths and electric guitar color is this Technicolor beat. -Corinne Osnos Maggie Rogers, Love You for a long time Maggie Rogers Love
You for a long time is full of hope. I saw your face, and I knew it / And I still think about this moment all the time,' she sings. And in the When I wake up / I swear you're the first thing I think about. The song comes right on the heels of her Grammy nomination for Best New Artist - a perfect time, as Rogers herself noted, that it was actually
written before she finished her debut album Heard It in a past life. It's a love song in all its forms... I wanted it to sound like the last days of summer. I wanted it to sound as wild and vivid as the new love felt, she said. In other words, it's the perfect antidote to your end-of-year blues. -Daise Bedolla Tinashe, Link Up In April 2018, I told you
that Tinashe is not a prisoner of the music industry. Now here she stands a year later, one shortcut down and one project up - this time, under Tinashe Music Inc. This week Songs For You is her first independent release, 15 songs reminiscent of her early mixtapes, released between bickering with her former home label, RCA, over her
albums. The difference here is that now Tinashe answers herself. But truthfully, she always had a mind independent, DIY by any-means-necessary creator; Songs for you is an extension of this spirit. Even a track like Link Up, made for Instagram pussy-delay anthem, shoots above the basics of the algorithm to experiment with rhythm and
even a cheeky attitude change halfway through. Give Tinasha your stuff! -Dee Lockett HAIM, Hallelujah Well, I don't know who suffered HAIM, but it inspires some of their best work since the initial buzz that made them a household name (and a worthy inner-squad of Taylor Swift). No, but on a serious note, HAIM were candid about all the
crap they worked through on their upcoming album (here's Alan's sharing the horrible story of losing her best friend who inspired her verse on Hallelujah). For a while there, I thought HAIM might have already run out as soon as they started on the coast on PTA-directed music videos. (Their band continues, but at least for now the music
and visuals amplify each other.) It is so cruel and kind as tragedy and pain will bust open creative juices. In this case, Hallelujah handles death with a level of vulnerability (and Stevie Nix energy) I don't think we've yet heard from the HAIM sisters. I'd love to hear more. -Dee Lockett Football Mom, yellow in her eyes ahead of 2020, I'm also
incredibly excited for football moms (aka Sophie Ellison) future releases. There has been a glut of confessional singer-songwriters with emos bent in their late teens to early 20s in the last few years, but this Nashville singer-songwriter is the best of her ilk, and she's only getting better. This song was written while Allison was on the road
thinking about the time she was losing with her mother. Because every word is a nail that slides slowly / And I can't score it enough to hold in,' she sings. It's time! It evaporates through your fingers. -Eve Barlow Bad Bunny, Vete Listen, I've had a heavy (month), and Bad Bunny doesn't help. Puerto Rican Puerto Rican Perhaps just been
nominated for two Grammys for X 100PRE and Oasis (with J Balvin), but his latest single Vete (Leave) is a breakup song that sees him in his senses. The song interpolates Noriega and Kartier in Si Te Vas as he sings, Nadi te este aguantando y la puerta este abierta, da / no te preocupe 'por nosotro' do', nuestra historia i este muerta ...
Se aqaba, por ti ya no siento nada. His sadness with anger as he tells his partner that the door is open for her to leave because their love is dead. Add this song to your breakup playlist and pray that you won't need it anytime soon. As for me, I'll be listening to the song on the loop this weekend, not mourn the relationship, but mourn my
messy week. -Daise Bedolla Grimes, So Hard I Fell Through Earth (Algorithm Mix) Was it the final mercury in the retrograde decade that made me feel some way this week, or did the recent releases of the galactic goddesses FKA Twigs and Grimes make me more in my senses than usual? A few weeks after Twigs dropped
MAGDALENE, a masterpiece full of glitchy, haunting tracks like Fallen Alien, Grimes released not one but two, a mix of So Heavy I Fell Through The Earth, the second release from her upcoming LP Miss_Anthropocene. Lyrically, as tracks of movement in detachment, defeat, and impending doom. If listening to Fallen Alien feels like living
a grim nightmare out loud, so hard I fell across earth feels like the out-of-body experience that precedes it. The Mix algorithm is a mind-blowing mix of softly layered synths and relaxed vocals. Liquid novocaine. -Corinne Osnos Big Moon, Take a piece based on singles alone, the upcoming second album Big Moon Walking Like Us Do is
now my leader for 2020. It's time to learn more about this London Four, so let me tell you about them. They released their debut album in 2017 and were nominated for the coveted Mercury Music Prize in the UK. Although they didn't win the gong, they took success to that first outing to the world, and now seem to have directed even more
confidence in the subsequent debut. Like all great indie bands, the four members of the Big Moon are such bright and different characters that it won't be long before you choose your favorite. They're having fun with all this, too. Take a Piece is their poppiest number ever, and an ode to the craziness of life as a pop star, so naturally the
music video sees them realize all their pop dreams by performing dance routines in perfect 90s boy band clothes. Remember East 17? Big Moon do. That's why they're legends. -Eve Barlow Billy Eilish, All I Wanted Just eight months after her debut album, When We All Fall Out, Where Are We Going?, Billy Eilish is back with a song
cataloguing her rapid growth - and the pressure that comes from her newfound fame. I tried to scream / But my head was underwater... Because everybody wants to. from me now / And I am I Want to get them down, she sings on the Finneas O'Connell production track. The 17-year-old told DJ Annie Mac on air: 'Pretty much that the
whole song is about me and Finneas relationship as brothers and sisters. We started writing it because I was literally dreaming that I had killed myself, and no one cared, and all my best friends and people I worked with basically went out into public and said, Oh, we never liked her. So what happens when you get everything you like and
you're still not happy? Will you do it over and over again? These are questions Eilish finds herself asking, and while there is no way back time, she finds a lifeline through her brother. After all, isn't the unconditional love and support that we're all after? Eilish knows she has it -Daise Bedolla Labrinth, As a movie brainchild behind the
breakout series 2019 Euphoria in the epic finale of the song by English singer and producer Labrinth. (No matter how you feel about the show, the score is a slap in the face.) His latest release, How to Movie, also has cinematic talent. The recording begins with the spoken word bit: Be careful what you want for your son, you may wake up,
and one day you get it. Labrieant is on the receiving end, stretching his voice to new heights with a line: So many bottles of champagne, I'm in a room with famous faces. Labrinth braids dance-th pop formula with fast-paced piano, blues strings, and scat renditions. If Diplo remixed Michael Kiwanuk's song, I think it would sound something
like this. (Diplo is a frequent employee of Labrinth, in fact, the couple recently formed a pop group with Sia called LSD.) Warning, chorus - It's crap like a movie. I feel like Scorsese is bound to stick in your head. -Corinne Osnos Moses Samni, Virile Virile is a very dramatic comeback from former Los Angeles-based, now North Carolina
housing visionary Moses Sumney. With theatrical strings, drums and ever-crescendo vocals, Sumney teases a double record called grae, an album that is supposedly themed around grayness - but the track is anything but middling or gray. It is forceful without being excessive, its power is carried by delicate instrumental works that, when
cascading at each other, form an army of melodies. -Eve Barlow J Balvin, Blanco J Balvin's new clip has everything: flying cats, hypnotic dancers, an array of animal sculptures, and Sam Balvin covered in monochrome paint. Colin Tilley's director of the video illustrates his latest single, Blanco (or White), a sequel to his latest feature on
Major Laser's Kew Kahlor. Colombian reggaetonero takes Blanco as an opportunity to remind us that, in case you forgot, Hago solo Oxitos Lo Benny Blanco / No puedo parar, si paro me estanco / Sobra prosperidad, eso lo sabe el banco. In other words, he only makes hits like Benny Blanco - and his bank account has evidence. This is a
good addition to the collection yes, hits, but not there's too much in it. Funny. It's made to dance. You know what to do.-Daise Bedolla Lily Kershaw, Now and Then Today Los Angeles-based troubadour celebrates the release of a new album, Arcadia, after a month on the road opening for Joshua Radin and the Weepies. I caught my first
night in Los Angeles at the Troubadour, and my heart was captured by Kerhsow and this deeply honest ode to the old flame. It's lyrically stripped (you kept me on the line but never close to being mine), but the sweetness of its roots vocals ensures that it can never, ever be bitter. For all those who feel a little brooding as winter kicks in-Eve
Barlow Niall Horan, Good meet I (Diplo remix) Reader, look, I hear you: How the fuck are we meant to handle the existence of Diplo House remix of former One Directioner Niall Horan's little pop-rock crack? Well, like everything with Diplo these days (and always?) just go with it, I guess. 2019 has seen Diplo go full of yeehaw culture, full
of Latin traps, and full of literally all the madness he can think of next. The beautifully funny video for this remix has Diplo's Niall Horan cosplay; The actual remix, however, is Diplo's Calvin Harris Cosplay. It sounds like a diss, but I can assure you that it is not! Calvin Harris remixes are always a slap in the face; Diplo are ... Hit or miss. But
Diplo is always at his best when he's a simple art of club music, stripping him to pure form and remembering what it's all about. -Dee Lockett FKA Twigs, Sad Day FKA Twigs's brand new release Magdalene is a breakup album dotted with biblical allusions and restorations to rotate into lyrics. It's crazy to believe that grief with Robert
Pattison can create so much elegant content, but it's intoxicating nonetheless. In the single Sad Day she delicately negotiates with her lover, asking permission to continue, as her obsession becomes increasingly deaf. The track creates high energy, low energy dynamics and dances with the idea of this new relationship, or a new phase of
pre-existing ones. She begs them to taste the fruits of me / Make love to everything you see and asks: Would you do, do, earn a wish for my love? The lyrics are full of disturbing requests, but she seems content with any result. -Claire Palo Rosala, Pale Rosala is here to save humanity? The question is on the lips of many people. When
she appeared with her debut album a year ago this week, she already seemed to wake up like Beyonce (or Bjork, or both). And since then, she has raised the bar with every visual and sound offering she has given to her followers, which are increasing in numbers all the time. It's hard to imagine that the album only landed 12 months ago;
that's her influence. It can be argued the Spanish performer and producer single-handedly catalyzed the globalization of pop, using her attention to showcase art, art, and a culture of its own roots. In a video for flamenco cum-hip-hop to break up Pale she sports unibrow a la Frida Kahlo and the title makes reference to her upbringing in the
city outside Barcelona. Mostly though, the song fucks. -Eve Barlow Prateek Kuhad, Hopelessly India indie singer-songwriter Prateek Kuhad debuts new tracks on his American tour, which is a mix of sets from his 2018 confessional, breakup EP Cold/Clutter, his 2015 album In Tokens and Charms, and an incredibly engaging crowd of
pleasers who sing exclusively in Hindi (made famous from Bolliv). His latest YouTube release plucked from his tour is Hopeless, a vulnerable ballad with a devastating atmosphere. Kuhad looks back at being hopelessly in love, bemoaning the relationship that once was. Once known as the combination between Damien Rice's Simon and
Garfunkel, and more recently compared to James Taylor and Joni Mitchell, Kuhad has a low-key incarnation that evokes incredible empathy. I just want to hug this guy. -Claire Palo Jesse Ware, Mirage (Don't Stop) Jesse Ware has established herself as a slinky chameleon, as capable of dramatic ballads or funky house as she once had a



dubstep cameo in the early 2010s. With Mirage (Don't Stop) - her third song release of the year - she throws herself under a mirror ball with a more club flop. Still based in London, Ware has collaborated with a host of top-tier producers here in James Ford, Benji B, and Matthew Tavares, and reportedly has more to come on the album in
2020, including some tunes from Metronomy Joe Mount. At this point, it serves exquisite glamour for a night out in the city. -Eve Barlow Exitpost, Two Dreamers Dreams take hold slowly; we slip from the unconscious into the otherworld. Listening to Two Dreamers feels like occupying the space between them. Exitpost is the nickname of
Japanese-American producer Ken Herman. Born in Tokyo, Herman moved to New York at a young age. Inspired by the recurring artist's childhood, where awakening in one city meant the loss of another, Two Dreamers explores the spaces between our mental and physical states; objects that bind us to our realities and identities that
color our dreams. The gentle delivery of Japanese and English lyrics by Japanese vocalist Unmo correlates the rhythm as a lullaby. Around the 1:30 mark, fluttering synths disrupts the ethereal sound. The clip (directed by Lee Arkapau) contains a collection of animations, as reported by Herman's memoirs, real and imagined. Ordinary
images take shapes and sounds: chopsticks pinch, pages ruffle, and legs lengthen. It's sensory melancholy, totally hypnotic. -Corinne Osnos Tam Impala, It may be time Tam Impala transition from a psycho-rock project vaguely proggy electronic music that fits into the structure of rock music is fascinating, that it happened in plain sight.
Transition from guitar-oriented lonerism to synth-oriented synth-oriented makes sense, because still wore the sign of Tam Impala mastermind Kevin Parker: an obsession with transitioning, with the feeling of an outsider looking in, and then later, an insider looking at the world he used to occupy with some tired and cautious acceptance. It
Might Be Time, the first song released after the announcement of the upcoming The Slow Rush There Impala, fits perfectly into the ongoing Tame Impala narration. Think of it as a spiritual - if not sonic - brother of Parker and Co. now the classic feels like we're just going backwards. Here we find Parker ruminating about the aging and
coolness over the track, which will sound great at the next brand-sponsor Coachella adjoining pool party you find yourself at. What he smuggled hard truths like This may be the time to face this... You're not as cool as you used to be in this scenario says a lot about how and why Tam Impala was able to stay while some of their
contemporaries retreated into the fog of the volatile music industry. Well, that's the dynamic drums of this song. -Sam Hockley-Smith HAIM, Now I'm in it In 2019, HAIM sounds like a band that is not afraid of shifting sands. At the turn of the decade, it was one of the first rock acts to contend with being asked about what genre it fits into in
just as the age of indie tribalism dies. Now such bands are expected to be genre-hop. Now I'm in It is HAIM's youngest song in a minute, after the jazzy, relaxed Summer Girl with a much crazier synth track, the lyrics of which are read as chaoticly as the racing, recently icy vocals. It's also their most emotionally open song yet and thus
protected by their toughest, toughest, most synthetic beats ever. Many of the 2010s band that followed this sister trio molded themselves into the image of HAIM, so it's impressive to hear their advance of their own take on FM rock once again. -Eve Barlow Clams Casino, Clams Casino tools are pure texture. You know how when you're a
kid and you see a cloud and you imagine it must feel like sinking into this cloud - before you ever find out that you just drop right through it? This is the sound of Clams Casino music. Even in the lowest key, as on this track, his music is fun to listen to and really get inside. That he helped A$AP Rocky define his sound on the now classic
(yes, I said it) Live.Love.A$AP doesn't hurt either. It's usually easier to talk about how The Clams works with rappers like Rocky or Vince Staples or Lil B than to talk about his solo instrumental work, but most of his more interesting ideas are evident in that solo work. At Rune, he's still a master of build-up, and a master of a kind of reverse
drop, where instead of detonating, the song turns inward, then almost shudders. -Sam Hockly-Smith Dua Lipa, Don't Start Now It after Halloween, that means it's Christmas, and international superstar Dua Lipa gives seasonal people a party exactly what they are they Back with a disco blast (accent strings, chic-like bass lines, etc.), Lipa
sets the tone for every dance floor you're about to sparkle, and her silky yet sturdy voice is the most worthy successor to Gloria Gaynor or Diana Ross that we have. Don't start now finds her taking the final rack from a heartbreaking one who couldn't appreciate her when she was under their noses: If you don't want to see me dance with
someone / Don't show up, she sings. Dua, this thing, girl. -Eve Barlow Torres, Good Fear In a Statement of Good Fear, Mackenzie Scott, who records as Torres, reconciles to fall in love with Superman Crawling, which is apparently a spelunking move that involves sticking one hand in front of you and one on the side of your body so you
can squeeze through tight spaces. It sounds absolutely scary, which is kind of her point of view. Falling in love can be scary - fear of the unknown, etc - but I'm now more curious as Scott is so on spelunking moves. If she wasn't so good at writing songs about love and tragedy, I'd suggest a whole concept album of spelunking, but then
we'd lose the brilliant, heartbroken optimism that she's capable of conjuring up in favor of, like, a song about stalagmites. Stalag myos are cool, but that would be a real loss. -Sam Hockley-Smith CocoRosie, Smash My Head After their warm collaboration with Chance the Rapper, sister duo CocoRosie delivered an eerie comeback track.
At worst, Smash My Head sounds like one of MS MR's best songs. At about the two-minute mark we are treated to high energy instrumental interlude. For us, our song 'Smash My Head' is a cry from a teenage heart, an inner cry that we never dared to release, the band said in a statement. Big Halloween Energy. -Corinne Osnos
Deerhunter, Timebends One of the great bummers about how we listen to music now is that it's hard to be a career band. Many bands have been producing albums for decades, but their fan base and the discourse around them sometimes diminish. Instead of following artistic progression, we just move on to the next thing before the last
thing is that even have time to breathe and understand their shit. Deerhunter, fortunately, is a band that has had time to breathe and explore new worlds with each album. Timebends is not an album; it's just one very long song with multiple movements that basically acts as a new EP, unwrapping with such confidence that it can only come
from a decade plus making music. After 12 minutes, it moves smoothly from a bombastic rock bar long, almost christened out of the piano vampires. Frontman Bradford Cox is an expert in translating vitriol to sadness and back, but working with launch time as It disappears within a few minutes at a time, allowing a very experienced group
space to explore all kinds of musical terrain by creating a hypnotic song never feels repetitive. -Sam Hockley-Smith Selena Gomez, Love You To Lose Me Selena Gomez and her middle part star in the music video for Love You To Lose Me, the first single the singer and former Disney star released this year. Co-authors are the iPhone 11
Pro, brother of Billy Eilish and his colleague Finneas O'Connell and Pantene. Seriously, how does she get her hair so good??? The lyrics suggest that this song is about the former; it doesn't take selenator to discover which one. Our culprit is Guy's newfound wife Justin Bieber. Over the past decade, Gomez has endured a tumultuous
relationship with the artist, who got engaged and married Hayley Bieber six months after his breakup with Gomez. Love You To Lose Me may celebrate self-love, but it's posthumous for a relationship postponed and now done. Gomez examined the remains (this dance, he killed me quietly), cremated the body (burned my forest), and
rested with death (the head is closed and done). See through this lens, a video exploring the seven stages of grief. The video focuses entirely on Gomez's mism, as if from behind the screen or through a frame, implying the separation of who she was then from who she is now. In one particularly gut-wrenching line, Gomez sings: Within
two months you replaced us / How easy it was. On the screen, she claps her hand down between the stanzas; the image dissipates and we move on to the next chapter. -Corinne Osnos Destroyer, Crimson Tide Is there a better songwriter than Dan Bejar? Of course, he's somewhere on top by now, depending on your tolerance for
hyperliteral introspection performed by a dude who sounds kind of like a gnome (it goes without saying that he's not too gnome-y, otherwise his whole thing won't work). My tolerance for Dan Bejar's music extends to infinity, and it should be for you too, because it consistently makes music that plays with genre and nostalgia as a starting
point, moving on to explore the strangeness of life against any instrumental background he chooses to go with. but still melancholic synth jam that gestures at sunset yacht-rock excess 2011 crossover classic Kaputt, but breaks out of shape that record with mini-epics with vivid lyrics like, Circus mongrel sniffing for clues / Are you watching
a blonde make a brunette mince / The actress pays her duty / Is this a song about how we all try to survive? Can! However you want to read it, you will find something to love here. -Sam Hockley-Smith Frances Kwinlan, Rare Thing Do yourself a massive favor after the flow of this song - find a copy all about love on the hook bell,
completely consume it from front to back and then thank me after you've digested everything. Rare Thing marks the debut solo single by Frances quinlan, although it's very similar to what we used to hear from Hop Along. As usual, she examines matters of the heart and in this particular case, she casually declares: I know that there is love
that/not related to/taking something from someone. It's a feeling that more of us should keep in mind how we seamlessly enter and exit a relationship. (Note side: Have you heard the harp?!) -Sydney Gore Dev Hines, Scoring, scoring Instagram video Blood Orange is scoring, scoring and I... crying, crying. In a new Instagram video, Dev
Hines gently strums on the cello for 17 glorious seconds, for what is supposed to be a score for a new film or project, possibly by Lena Waithe and Slim, in November. In July, it was announced that the Black Swan artist would produce a film score for the soundtrack, from November 15. Hines has a scoring history for films such as Brad
Pitt's Ad Astra, and for fashion shows like the Louis Vuitton Fall 2019 Men's Show, among others. While it's most likely for a film project, I would ask for this particular score to be selected in an upcoming song featured on the new single Blood Orange that I can listen to right away, set as my morning alarm or phone ringtone (do people still
do it?), actually any of the above. I've already downloaded the video and played it repeatedly during the day when I needed some solace. How long does Dev make chilling eye contact with his phone camera? It's exactly one second, thank you for asking. This account videos its own kind of music therapy. -Claire Palo Donna Missal, You
Burned Me Donna Missal played an iHeartRadio concert in March this year with several other women (Karen O, St. Vincent, Lykke Lee, to name a few), and - for me - Missal was beyond any doubt the voice of the night. She stunned everyone in a mesmerizing silence with her cover of REM's All Hurts. Missal has a touch of the great
legacy of singers, a sand joplin or a slick, and a sing of honesty at Winehouse or Morissette. The way she breaks the stage from each other squares up to the muscles of any of her male ancestors too. You Burned Me is her first taste of new material since her 2018 debut album, and it's by far her best song ever - a farewell address to the
former flame, whom she turns off as her voice erupts like a phoenix rising above a section of 90s horn and a soul-drenched chorus. Think of a winking cotton-back song like Sheryl Crow's My Favorite Mistake. Everyone will know her name soon enough. - Eva Barlow Briston Maroney, Chattanooga Briston Maroney's latest release kicks off
with Confession. Way back before I knew you, I met a girl in Chattanooga and I think she might even be one / Still stuck on a second chance, cigarettes, and old novels. Doing what I know shouldn't be done. This song is an anthem about very non-sexual topics: indecision and vulnerability. Tempo Temp The formulations are designed to
feel like we're the back seat of someone else's stream of consciousness (spent six months trying to plan what I think I want to tell you). In an industry full of plants, it's refreshing to see a 21-year-old artist who sounds and looks his age. Recorded in London with producer Jim Ebbys (Adele, Arctic Monkeys), Chattanooga leans toward an
outsider. -Corinne Osnos Harry Styles, Lights Up Lights Up, and They Know Who You Are, sings Harry Styles on the chorus of his unexpected return single. It's a nod to lighting, identity, and self-confidence, but like all solo styles, it's a master of suggestion rather than proclamation. Released on LGBT-celebrated Coming Out Day, the
ambiguity and freedom of the song's sense, and an array of videos of gender representation with partiers ravings of the body to the body against the shadow of the night, are all the more powerful. Styles refuse to be identified. Where the styles of smart and tactful LP debut are rooted in a tasteful traditionalism - still married to the
personality of Theiles, or as much as it felt comfortable sharing - the palette was wide enough to lead in either direction. This brighter RBC track doesn't have too much curveball, but it feels different, a little grown up, somewhat emancipated. Lights Up sets the styles in motion for an intriguing next chapter. -Eva Barlow JoJo, Joanna My
Teenage Soul sings. In her self-described new chapter, pop singer JoJo released the heartfelt ballad Joanna, the first single from her new album. The track is a self-addressing letter, full of self-criticism, notes from a negative voice in her head, and an accumulation of anxiety from outside sources, questioning her purpose as an early
entertainer. It hints at the frustrating pressure from past labels, you should date someone famous / It will probably put you on the list / It will probably get you on their playlists. JoJo is the first to admit that you think she has reached her peak and washed out: Is it supposed to be something that you did/ Did you go and have someone a
child? She suggests that her revival was in a hurry, but she was adamant about getting back on her own terms. The lyrics are so raw that it seemed almost necessary to start with a brutally honest take for her never too little, too late return. We're so glad you're back, Joanna. -Claire Palo FKA Twigs, house with you You already know
what's going on, should I really spell it all out? I love nothing more than Twigs activation rapper mode, as heard in the first verse when she spits I'm so wired for it, saw it, tried it / I'd die for you on my terms / When I get my lessons. Whether we want to admit it or not, we all need it; lesson learns to live with it gracefully. MAGDALENA is
coming, I pray you will be ready for it to destroy and restore you. - Sydney Mountain Mammouth, Forever on Your Mind On his latest album, 2017 in Kinder Versions, Icelandic Mammut decided to switch to English as language of choice. It's a decision they stuck with on their return, two years later, with a whole new song about dealing with
internalized demons. Like some of their alt-rock Icelandic peers, former teenage stars have become masters at evoking as much emotion and storytelling in the musicality of their compositions as they do in the lyrics. You hear it in the weary growl verses of vocalist Katrina Mogensen, in industrial drum beats, and cold, muscular guitar
parts. Tension is released on the chorus though as they seek a breakthrough in the seemingly eternal darkness. -Eve Barlow Marcus King, Well I don't like the music of Greta Van Fleet, but sometimes the band zeppelin-like trends granite with nasty. At what point does the fringe become a violation? Honoring your musical predecessors is
one thing. Profit from the past is different. Although aptly compared to the Allman Brothers, Marcus King is not anachronistic. Allman Brothers guitarist Warren Haynes is King's mentor.) Country rock meets Chicago blues on The Well, the first release of King's first solo album. El Dorado, produced by Black Keys prodigy Dan Auerbach, will
debut in January this year. Twenty-three-year-old King bends the genres of his vocals, which have a soulful grit, not unlike freshly fat tires on a dirt road. When the king hows, God, give me rock and roll, you believe him. -Corinne Osnos Jak Green, For love, if I only had one chance to show someone an example of a marriage ring for the
cuff season, I would play them this song. Yuak Green's latest single first attracts you with drums and then switches gears with a delicious THP sample of the Orchestra Too Hot for Love, which solidifies it as a modern disco bop for the production of fire trash cans. Dance as everyone looks, we live in an age of hyperscience! -Sydney Gore
Cherry Glazerr ft Portugal Man, Call Me Cherry Glazerr, led by Clem Creevy, remains one of the most heartening bands to follow in Los Angeles. With each release, whether it's an album, an EP, or a one-off collaboration, they show a thirst for endless kinds of music, never losing their diy punk roots. Midas touch Ariel Rechtshaid joins
Creevy and her bandmate Tabor Allen in co-producing the hot spot, while Portugal. John Gourley's man-of-the-hearted, feline voice is the perfect compromise with The Saccharine Boredom of Creevy. Call Me is a groovy, psychedelic, conga-infused track that can be the theme song of the 1960s animated series. Its guiding principle
seems to be to have fun. I have a message that you won't believe (call me) / I have a secret that you can not see (call me), goes chorus, stirring up intrigue further. -Eve Barlow Flume ft. Vera Blue, Rushing Back Sometimes you save only fragments, loose threads that leave more questions than answers; Other times the memories floor
you in their totality. On Back, Australian employees Flume and Vera Vera bottle this feeling in the record. Deprived of The Deformed Strikes of Fiu, Blue's voice reads more casey hill than Ariana Grande. Her voice carries an emotional depth, but it's the Flume production that fills this track with urgency. Sometimes I dream of coming back,
keeping everything I've left behind. But now I know that you can't change the past, too young to know the reason, it floats over the verses; He throws a curveball, gets trapped. Say what you want about the extracurricular activities of Flume, but this track packs an atmospheric kick. -Corinne Osnos Tay Shea foot blood orange, Even if it
hurts If you slept on the bedroom-pop queen Tay Shea, here's a great gateway to her lush little world. The Colombian-Canadian singer's upcoming sophomore album, La Linda, is just one feature because, sometimes, being selective is the way to go. Enter: Blood Orange, which duets with Tay on Even If It Hurts, Retro-Leaning Fever
Dream of Benefits We Make for Love and The Way We'll Compromise Our Borders to Make It Work. The concept is really awareness and recognition that pain is a natural consequence of love, she said in a statement. The main message is deeply sad and deeply true, but like most of Tay Shi's songs, is it still somehow bop? That word
gets thrown around a lot, but I dare you don't get into the silky groove of this song. -Dee Lockett Empress, Wild Girl Empress is back! The first Honduran-American electro-pop singer Empress Of has released another incredible foggy and electric dance track after her 2018 album Us. The Los Angeles native collaborates on the latest track
with an Australian producer and DJ, Kito, to create a release bop that encourages you to whirl and jump around your room like an idiot, similar to the music of her tour mate Maggie Rogers. Wild Girl convinces you that you can really be a cheeky flirt, persuading you to sift through the fire, and daring you to send that flirty IG DM. Turn on
this track for a quirky autumn weekend. -Claire Palo HAIM, Panini Earlier this week, HAIM served up the bender genre in the Live Lounge. The sister band performed a stripped-down rendition of Lil Nas X's Panini. If you listen carefully to the Lil Nas X version, you'll notice that the breakout artist is Nirvana In Bloom. While recording, Lil Nas
X said he didn't realize he was using almost the same melody. (The late Nirvana frontman Kurt Cobain is credited with the record.) For its cover, HAIM plays a bond with Nirvana, interspersing lyrics from the song In Bloom and summarising the sub-pop elements of the track. Thanks to the dizzyingly clear sound from BBC Radio 1, vocalist
Daniel Haim reaches new heights. -Corinne Osnos DaBaby ft. Stunna 4 Vegas, Really Between Billy Eilish, Megan Thie stallion, Lizzo, and Lil Nas X, Best New Field Performer is laid out for awards season. But I would bet on DaBaby to pull off an upset. limit his breakout year year which he broke out of nowhere to steal the show on
almost every song he featured, not to mention the success of his own songs like Suge, he dropped his second project in six months, Kirk (his real name). Now that he's got your attention with his whip smart bars, the mission of this project is twofold: bring you in a little closer as well as agile as a winner. They want to know if he can rap, I
tell them: Really, he's starting on Really, buried in the back half of the draft, has already answered the question about a dozen times this year - and that's just on this project. DaBaby is perhaps the most exciting new rap voice, along with Megan the stallion (see: Cash Shit for what happens when you put them together); I'm looking forward
to hearing everything else he has to say. -Dee Lockett Vicky, Vicky's Eggs is the perfect New York rapper because of his combination of awe, frustration and love for the city that gave birth to him palpable in each of his songs. It's a great place to be when you've watched the entire soundscape of New York rap in person, trying to fit
between new artists making waves and oppressive weights to be surrounded by living legends in a city that doesn't so much bulldoze its musical past as it is carelessly built over it. But all that aside, Eggs is Vicky at her best. His voice spikes and punches through Madlib's sloppy chop kick. It's a harsh, prickly rasp that makes you pay
attention. He's not the kind of guy who ever slips on a song. He's always bouncing just above the rhythm, barely staying afloat. He's brash but selfless and warm, and that's the reason why he's indelibly associated with New York, even when he's working with a producer from California. -Sam Hockley-Smith Allie X, Fresh Laundry Los
Angeles-through-Toronto pop visionary Allie X consistently write, speaking, and visualize some of the best hard-edged synth pop out there, and those who know have been rewarded a lot on her previous work bodies. Fresh Laundry is her comeback and one of her toughest songs yet, built on a noir-ish minimal rhythm that reminds me of
St Vincent or Nine Inch Nails. She writes about loneliness, change and desire for better connections. I think I've had enough hard mornings, she sings delicately. These days, no one bothers me with anything. A Spanish guitar leads into a toothy chorus that sees her questioning how to find something new. If art really imitates life, and vice
versa, then its renewed sound will hopefully reap the benefits. -Eve Barlow DIIV, Blankenship In 2012, DIIV released their debut album Oshin, which featured a song called Doused that captured everything that was wonderful in the band. He was a bummer of energy transmuted into frantic, gothy-guitar work that lent it all to a kind of tight-
fitting urgency. There have been many other great DIIV songs since then -- most of them, at most - but Blankenship is the first to capture the same compelling convincing Discomfort. DIIV frontman Cole Smith makes an attempt to turn brooding moments into legitimately beautiful songs, even if he denies himself and his listeners any
catharsis. I'm not sure that disappointment ever sounded so good. -Sam Hockley-Smith LIZ feat. Aja, Lottery It's hard to move away from Charli XCX now that Charlie has finally arrived, but LIS dropped another banger who deserves the highest praise on the nearest dance floor. Spicy Girl Falls Here and Lottery is the name of the game
because your girl has to get on top of her finances with this Black Heart Card! Everything about LIS turns into a confetti sheen, and I got hooked on it like acoustics. FYI, my new motto is officially You Want It / Can You Afford It? / Will you support it? / Let me extort it. - Sydney Gore Jhene Aiko, Trigger Defense Mantra The hardest part
about mental illness, I believe, is the inability to get any consistent damn peace and composure. The mind is always buzzing, always overactive, always locked in its own internal dialogue. And until science finds out how to implant the dumb button there, those of us who are suffering remain fucked. It's a good thing, then, that Jhene Aiko
has more homeopathic solutions to offer at the same time. She released Trigger Protection Mantra, which, as the name suggests, is not so much a song as a guided meditation. The mood stabilizer, if you like, in which she chants affirmations (calm down eventually / Protect your energy) while playing the singing bowl and nothing else.
This has been going on for more than six minutes, and, reader, it is a state of dreams. If you or anyone you know is suffering from anxiety or some unruly mind, this is a godsend to undo the noise. -Dee Lockett's Caroline Polachek, So Hot You're Hurting My Feelings Since the launch of her solo project, the former Chairlift singer has been
doing some of the most fascinating synth-pop of 2019. This fourth single from her upcoming debut, Pang, recalls 1975 or Japanese House, which is compelling given how consistent it is with the creativity of Chairlift - an incomparable catalog that has always had the mileage to be more widely recognized than it was. Polacek's voice
suffocates from oxygen as she tries to fight an insatiable object of affection. Don't send me pictures, you make it worse! She sings while the track edges with 80s guitar and Fleetwood Mac synths. It's a nostalgic John Hughes soundtrack for a type of crush that reminds you of the former. -Eva Barlow Anderson. Paak, Old Town Road Well,
now that we hit the ceiling (I hope) for remixes, bring on the covers! The whole point of Old Town Road is that it's literally any genre you want it to be and, indeed, whoever performs the song determines how you'll perceive it. So while was a country music meme trap in the hands of Lil Nas X, with Anderson. Paak at the helm for BBC
Radio's Live Lounge, it's... Easy to listen to? Jazz? A hint of funk? Gosh darn. Take it. and groovy is what it is. Let's just stop thinking about it. -Dee Lockett Masego, Big Girls Nothing Moves the Needle quite like a positive reinforcement: Earlier this week, jazz musician Masego dropped a video for Big Girls, a song about thirst after full-
bodied women. According to the Big Girls singer, the song was inspired by a group of women at a party in Nairobi, Kenya, who were delivering Lizzo energy. Welcome to the Cake Club, where Masego pays homage to the curve of her thighs, swaying flesh. In the video, electric purple-green tones adorn the low-lit living room setting
commanded by a multi-size model with cheekbone highlights worthy of the Glossier campaign. Members of the signature Masego TrapHouseJazz band serve up a sparkling instrumental featuring a particularly buoyant bass section special guest Alicia Benveniste. It's not the Soul, but we'll take it. -Corinne Osnos Football Mom, Lucy
Football Mom, a.s. Sophie Ellison, is so good at writing about the temptation and charm of hurting people and situations. Lucy, her first new song of 2019, is the perfect sequel to her debut album, last year's Clean, as he tries to dig into the root of the attraction. Ultimately, the song turns inward to find that pull has less to do with what she is
being inexplicably drawn to and more with the way she invites these demons into her life and allowing them to take a place of residence where they don't belong - meaning she's her own worst enemy. Crazy how it works! -Dee Lockett Brent Fayaz, Rehabilitation (Winter in Paris) Welcome to Sad-Boy Fall. The Weeknd is going to full
album mode after the breakup, Sweet Shia ... do something, and Brent Fayaz releases new singles. On his second single this year, Fayaz, originally the R.B.I. band Sonder and that really good Goldlink song, opened up about loving someone who loves drugs just as much as he loves the object of his love. After spending the summer in
London, Fayaz moved on to Winter in Paris, where he sings about having sadly decided to spend time with his team because of his crush, but realizes that they spend more time with the punch than they do anyway. And that makes him jealous? It's unclear, but our king of THE RCB has a lot of feelings and he feels all of them - and
hopefully put them on a whole new mixtape about his trip abroad. Only Brent Fayaz can do If you're not disgusted, doesn't I sound kind of sweet? -Claire Palo Okei Kaia, Climbing and Try Again It's been a strange couple of weeks. It feels like the simulation is burning, and chaos breaks out every second, between Caroline Calloway,
Lauren Duca, and any other nonsense related to Donald Trump. All I wanted to do was soak my head underwater and drown out all the noise pollution. Often, the directions we are given to perform specific tasks can be applied to real life, so the fact that Ok Kaya managed to find a beautiful metaphor in the instructions for The swimming
was refreshing. Refreshing. your nose is soft/ You should never feel pain, she sings in the opening verse of the song. You can try wiggle / You can try to swallow. If only I could retreat to the hot source, as she does in the accompanying video. -Sydney Gore Halsey, Graveyard Easy to get a little ahead of ourselves once things start to go
our way and the pressure mounts want to surpass our last big thing. Halsey has tended to slip into overcompensating patterns to seem provocative and avoid the box to the point of pushing her sound, at times, beyond its limits (see: the recent nightmare). Graveyard, then, as Without Me, works because it returns to the basics of Halsey:
the pain of frankness about the struggle to throw shit, which is not good for us, packed into melodies that are as addictive as the toxic love described in the song that leads her to an early grave. It's that simple. If Halsey can continue to lose her temper until the end of her upcoming third album Manic (note that the self-portrait she paints in
the graveyard video is also the album cover), it will be better for him. -Dee Lockett Danny Brown, Dirty Laundry as a producer, K-Tip is extremely versatile, and while he's probably mostly thought of as a guy who knows his way around the jazz loop, his tendencies lean more experimentally than that. However, it was surprising to hear that
he would be responsible for the executive production of Danny Brown's ever-rocky voice of the upcoming uknowhatimsayin In addition to being a guiding star for Brown's next album, he also produced the first single, Wobbly, Cartoonish, and Dirty Dirty Laundry, which manages to be the highlight of Brown's catalog while example of
everything he did. Danny Brown's voice has acquired a taste, but when you sync with it, it's like nothing else in rap right now. At Dirty Laundry, Brown plays a dirtbag, going through unhappy sexual encounters, light fraud, and other questionable incidents. It works because it's self-deprecating - and because Brown is ultimately a charming
guy. It's memorable because of the chemistry it has with K-Tip, but you come back to it because it drops you right into the world outside the kilter the couple built. -Sam Hockley-Smith Ariana Grande, Miley Cyrus, and Lana Del Rey, Don't Call Me Angel Lee Ariana, Miley, and Lana may have created an anthem for the fight... catcalling?!
No, probably not, but if it were in 2008, I would download this song like my ringtone on my LG Xenon slide and just my friends call me every time I was catcalled on the street (yes, that's what I've been thinking about a lot of times). It seems excessive, but I get that vibe from this breakup anthem, which has a middle name of anti-misogynist
sass. In that surely my dreams manifested in reality, three angeles of pop music collaborated on and a music video for the Charlie Angels reboot soundtrack (from November), which is co-executive produced by Ariana Grande. Grande. In the reboot of Three Angels portrayed by Kristen Stewart, Naomi Scott, and Ella Balinska, we clearly
have to believe the music world version consists of Ariana Grande, Miley Cyrus, and Lana Del Rey. Ariana is definitely the leader of this corrupt, dark gang. I don't know how much hotter these three can be as they strut about the mansion, box model, and there are grapes erotically in the video above. I had to inflate myself to cool off. -
Claire Palo Big Moon, Your Light Your Light is the best song the London quartet Big Moon has written yet. The indie troupe is working away on a follow-up album to their 2017 debut, Love in the 4th Dimension, and say up to the leap they made in both songcraft and post. So far, the tracks they have made public have provided enough
evidence to support their claims. Your Light is a reflexive track about the anxieties of being young in a world that looks to be falling apart, starting with dirge-y bass lines and running a drumbeat. However, by the time the chorus breaks through, it becomes as airy as the feeling he intends to pursue, shimmering with vocal harmonies. The
song calls for finding a short moment in which you don't need to feel guilty for having a moment of respite from the chaos. Sometimes a song can do it; Help you recalibrate before you have to face other music again. -Eve Barlow Angel Olsen, Lark I first got to know the music of Angel Olsen through her strange cassette cacti in 2010. It
was a low-key collection of folk songs that showcased promising writing and intangible otherness that pointed to something special that I couldn't quite put my finger on. Subsequent releases have clarified Olsen's talent: she is an incredible songwriter with the ability to wring out chemic moments from the most intimate songs. So what
happens if she makes an actual, real anthem deal? Lark, it turns out, is a hymn. The deformed strings are crashing around thunderous drums, and by the end, when Olsen performs a kind of controlled lament, it becomes clear that while the song is approaching familiar themes - love and growth, and how it can shift and change and fade
as we age - its sound is something else: a rejection of nostalgia and warmth in favor of catharsis and unshakable reality. -Sam Hockley-Smith King Princess, Ain't Together Every Good Origin Story includes what used to be called talk (how has you had to say yet?), defined as the moment a couple decides to take their relationship to the
next level. Once upon a time, it was as simple as typing an AIM message (want to be an BF GF) and sealing it with a shoutout profile. Settling is not what it used to be. From Bushwick to Bachelor in Paradise, couples are trying to define a relationship in the face of increasingly fluid dynamics and paralysis choices. I know you're with me,
the 20-year-old pop singer sings, turning to love interest. When she sings: Everyone knows you and I got Women and Girl in a Country Song, Highwomen is protest music. -Craig Jenkins Grimes, Violence on Violence, Abusive Relationship is explored from the victim's perspective, his parasitic qualities intact. In an opening for the artist's
director of the video, Grimes kneels on marble steps clad in her signature dark-fabulous outfit reading the Art of War. An ancient Chinese treatise considered one of, if not, the oldest living military documents, the Art of War lays out 13 prominent strategies, one chapter at a time. The violence is likely to appear on Grimes's upcoming
recording, Miss_AnthropOcene, which the artist described as a concept album about the anthropomorphic goddess of climate change. Will Grimes decide the basic ways in which we exploit nature on song-by-song basis (a la Art of War) on his new album? On this premise, Violence is a suitable first release. It introduces our characters,
Miss_AnthropOcene and Earth. Couple revel in their hedonistic ways: You eat hurt me... And I like it, Grimes sings, as mesmerizing synthesizers speak the language of mutual destruction. Look, if you like Taoism, the flaming man and the Arch. -Corinne Osnos Charlie XCX ft. Clairo and Yaeji, February 2017 At about 1:58 mark, Charlie
XCX's new pop collaboration with Clairo and Yaeji is becoming so emotional I had to set my drink down to listen to it five more times. The track starts trippy and techno, a number that you will definitely hear on the club playlist in LES over the next six months, and fuses electronic synths with a serious letter of apology. Three artists bemoan
the mistakes they made to their past lovers and ask to answer the text of the apology left to read (!!!). Charlie pleads: I hope you can forgive what I did. But in the outro, things slow down, and the anxious determination about forgiveness goes bland. Korean-American electronic artist Yaeji gets intimate, sincerely asking, in Korean, if it's too
late for another apology. If you haven't tuned in to Yaeji, and her collabs with Charlie, get on that, stat. -Clare Palo Pom Pom Squad, Cherry Blossom Pom Squad's latest Lo-Fi lullaby gives me some strong Michelle branch vibes that I don't want to fight. Cherry Blossom is a prime example of a shell word vomiting like Mia Berrin blurts out a
delayed apology (I wish I've made you carry all that weight), bitter memories (It's hard to forget waking up on your face / Tuesday morning when I got to sleep at the end), and wishful thinking (you're going to want to be my other one day), reflecting on another unhealthy relationship. Even though she made a mess of her raw feelings,
there's still a level of control supported by sustained guitar and bass. In the end, it calmly completes with I hope you are happy with the choice you made as the nail that seals the coffin -Sydney Mountain Brasstracks ft Kyle Dion, Last Week's Professional, Week, slid into my release radar playlist with their latest track. Welcome To
Professional, a song that is playful and easy on your ears. It features a signature combination of Brasstracks jazz horns and RCB styles. Professional sounds suspiciously like a Bruno Mars song, and yet, funk-filled falsets by co-writer Kyle Dion are dripping with sexual energy. (The vocals of Mars are gone.) Let it feel good track to quell
your end of summer woes. -Corinne Osnos Taylor Swift, I forgot that you existed Devil's Laugh in Taylor Swift's last chorus I forgot that you existed my energy for 2019. Pointless cruelty is hard to understand. You live with immediate consequences, pain and self-confidence that put out in your thoughts during the worst, but then you stop at
what motivates people to act on their worst impulses, betray trust, tear each other down. Let go can be as bitter as the blow itself. I wonder why it can cloud your mind long after that, like the widespread smell of smoke that follows the fire. Feeling very much like the other person settling in your head, soaking up time and emotional
resources, just making you angry. I forgot that you existed, the opener for Taylor's new album, Lover, about the day of fog lifts, when you manage to put enough time between the bad days and the present that they start to slip your mind. It's a great feeling to start an album after a reputation, a recalibration that steers the artist in the other
direction without completely divorcing her pre-existing catalog. On this front, Lost is a success. -Craig Jenkins Charlie Puth, I warned myself if you broke Charlie Puth's heart, square up! On Wednesday, Charlie, with a buzz cut and the same beautifully scarred eyebrows, released her new single I Warned Myself. It's a song about love and
loss, secrets and lies - mostly about parting. But Charlie knew better, warned himself, and hooked up with this woman anyway! I warned myself that I should not play with fire, he sings. But I can say that I will do it again / Don't trust yourself, not good for my health / You messed up with my heart, now you are the reason why. Okay, but who
exactly is the cause? Was it his ex-girlfriend Halston Sage? It was his old We no longer talking flame Selena Gomez? Was it this season of Chuck-Wendy's conflict for billions, the show Charlie has proven himself a fan? CP Family, we are awaiting the results of your federal investigation. -Hunter Harris Missy Elliott, Throw It Back Rejoice:
Missy Elliott has released a new mixtape, iconology, and a new video to go with. Throw It Back represents my biggest fear (people have forgotten about Missy Misdemeanor Elliott) and hope (there is a museum dedicated to her). Then we are treated to the quiet old-fashioned strangeness of Missy. Bald dancers back up; Missy on the
moon, jumping rope with braids; and enough wild lipstick flowers to -Beti Squires Lana Del Rey, Fuck It I Love You I Had honor to be in Los Angeles when that great mood dropped, which only enhanced my listening experience as I deeply tapped into Lana's golden thinking tone. As I made my way through the hills from West Hollywood to
Echo Park, I was tempted by the fantasy of missing my flight back to New York and completely uprooting my lifestyle in favor of this sun-kissed bliss. When you spend the whole day streaming a song on a loop, it changes you. Please bury me in the sand, Lana. -Sydney Gore 1975, People Youth is a feeling most of us forget. It gets
snatched from us as life becomes more about tasks, responsibilities, consumption and capitalism. We forget what it's like to feel young. We infantilize the idea of this. We think it's easy for them, that we know better. We don't do that. This week, 1975 made their second call to listen to youth (their first came through activist Greta Tunberg
and their last single) and they did so by bottling the sound of adolescence; sound of confusion, anger, energy, so breathless it must be shouted for fear that it will be tearing the organs that hold you breathing. Wake up! Shouts Matthew Healy, waking up his younger self, too. 1975 often talked angry games, but they never sounded so
angry. They're so angry they made a punk song. Straight up Sex Pistols/Sonic Youth anti-fascist, pro-youth, big ol' shout-y anthem who wants to make as much noise as possible because if you can't be happy with the status quo, at least you can find your purpose. -Eve Barlow Finneas, Shelter In one day, Finneas gave us a headliner tour
schedule, an EP announcement, and a brand new song. Shelter, the first single from his upcoming Bloody Harmony, is a feverish love song written long before he toured the world with his sister Billy Eilish (and knocking Lil Nas X off the horse with their co-star Bad Guy). I wrote this song a couple of years ago and just let it leak out for a
while, seeing how it would age, Finneas said about Shelter. I wanted this song to be urgent when I recorded it, just like the lyrics do - the kind of feverish feeling that accompanies loving someone. He sings urgently over a collection of drums, hand claps and acoustic beats: I don't want to think about life without you... I don't want to go to
war, but I'm going / Give me, give me shelter, from the storm . It's not quite as melancholic as its previous releases, but it seems the problems are on the horizon as he claims: They call us happy, but I think we could be damned. However, this is his most dance release yet, and you can bet the energy will be just as feverish when Finneas
performs Shelter on tour. -Daise Bedolla Brockhampton, SUGAR Bless this beautiful Friday. Brockhampton's fifth studio album Ginger, released just a year after Iridescence, is a soft hard rap hits and thoughtful, unconventional tracks of THE RCB. Their track IS SUGAR, which includes four four band members, was released before the fall
of the band's album and easily is one of the best songs on the album. This is the perfect song to finish the very hot summer gal. Ryan Beattie opens the song with a chorus, unsettling confessional in a stampede, divulged that he just can't sleep without this man on his mind and he needs answers now! Which one... Same. Don McLennon
and Matt Champion spit two verses of irreconcilable raps on an otherwise confused and melancholy song. Our favorite empath, (one of the best singers-songwriters of the group) bear promises that his love is real, but disappears the song with You love me? That's a fair question, bear. Towards the end of the track Kevin Abstract (yes, I
know only his name gets you hot) chimes on the bridge, raps again about... Passport. They are very difficult to obtain, so we understand the charm. -Clare Palo slenderbodies, arrival Wake up, drive to the beach, smooth out some tunes, rinse, and repeat. At a dinner party in Williamsburg, band members Max Vehouni and Benji Cormack
outlined the daily routine that was included in the creation of their upcoming komorebi album, which is due in September. Californian musicians began playing music together in college under the nickname slenderbodies, a name that has nothing to do with the creepypasta meme, but rather implies a light, airy feel while being grounded.
The band produces soundscapes: music that feels like an extension of nature. On arrival, Vehuni and Cormack's mesmerizing vocals float over the cycle of electric guitar bits, creating an ethereal vibe reminiscent of alt-J's 3WW. The band began writing the song, asking, If you could immediately communicate with someone who has just
been born, what would you say to them? by email, the band delivers one version: In general, enjoy the highs and lows of life, welcome the reverence of nature, fill your life with those you love, let the light, take things as they come and see them through. -Corinne Osnos Miley Cyrus, Slide Away Cyrus Slide Away manages to feel quiet and
intimate without any plane. Producers Mike WiLL Made It and Andrew Wyatt's mix of hip-hop drums, warm guitars, wide strings, and layered designs as Miley praises her marriage to actor Liam Hemsworth, a split unveiled just days ago as rumors swirl that singer Brody Jenner sees Caitlyn Carter's ex. Slide Away is not vindictive or
tabloid-y. It's just about knowing when to cut your losses and move on. The music fits Miley's voice, pushing her without suppressing her. The mixture doesn't sound like anything else from this decade; This kind of record of gifted British singer-songwriters landed on in the late 90s when everyone started jet-setting around genres and
playing with samples. It's much more like Blur's Gentle or Verve's Bittersweet Symphony than anything on Bangers, Dead Petz, or Junior now. It's the right end to a ten-year period. swings and big changes for Find a solid middle ground between jibing her interests and make a record that sounds like all her, all at once. Time will tell. -Craig
Jenkins Taylor Swift, Lover Lover is the ideological reverse of her first two Lover singles, a song about closing the world and shacking with another significant suggests that her boyfriend of three years, Joe Alwyn, seems to be in the long run. It's the quietest music to come out of her collaboration with pop producer Jack Antonoff with the
closing reputation of the new year's piano ballad. The smoky low end recalls 90s country and country adjoining gems like Cowboy Addicts' cover of Lou Reed's Sweet Jane, or Mazzy Star's Fade Into You, but in burying pretty piano and guitar notes under hokey walking bass lines to realize the slow build, Lover doesn't retaliate until the last
chorus. -Craig Jenkins Normani, Motivation Normani That Bitch Corday's new single Motivation is deservedly overshadowed by his stunning video, a tribute to the 2000s RBC (namely, Beyonce), from which Normani draws pretty much all her influence. But don't sleep on the song. One of the best things Normani did after the departure of
Fifth Harmony was to find mentoring at Ariana Grande (Normani is open to Ari sweetener tour). Ariana has since lent Normani her MV director (Dave Meyers), the producers (Max Martin, Savannah, and Ilya), and even her own pen (she co-wrote the loan for the single). The result is a Motivation-free Check on it remake that plays on all
Normani's (many) strengths with his layered, honeyed vocals and light look. Its nostalgic simplicity nostalgic thus - to return to the basics of the genre fits Normani well. (And because it's fun to play this game, please note: While Camila Cabello was sold as Beyonce 5H, here's Normani cheekily calling her single after one of the best Kelly
Rowland. -Dee Lockett's Big Thief, No Last September in Long Beach, Big Thief played in a mid-afternoon slot at the festival in an unfamiliar crowd. The more songs they played, the closer the audience moved to the four parts, and with that, the more Big Thief fans were transformed. They travel the band in every sense, hawking their
gorgeous songs about tiny and huge catastrophes from pillar to post. That day in Long Beach, they played No. I've never heard of him before, and his poems, choirs, and epic guitar solos floored me so much that I went home and combed their back catalogue, including the work of vocalists Adrian Lenker and Buck Mick, desperate to find
him. But no bones. Still. Not is an unexpected release this week, accompanied by the unexpected announcement that Big Thief has a second album due in 2019 (as if the U.F.O.F. wasn't mesmerizing enough) after the last model releasing two albums in quick succession. It just might be their best song ever - adding to their catalog
Perfection. - Eva Barlow and Ozuna, Yo x Ti, Tu x Mi After her wildly successful collusion with J Balvin and El Guincho on Con Altura, it was only a matter of time before Rosalia released another single. And it's finally here in the form of Yo x Ti, Tu x Mi, her first duet with Ozuna - and her sixth single just this year. Translated from Spanish
as I am for you, you are for me, Yo x Ti, Tu x Mi sees a Catalan singer and Puerto Rican rapper and singer combine reggeaton and flamenco (along with some steel drums) for flirtatious back and forth. Se me para el cora's'lo con mirarte / Porque a ti canto pa' que t' me cantes (My heart stops just looking at you / Because I sing to you so
that you sing to me), they sing to each other. The flirtation continues in their lavish clip, directed by Clikwa, RJ Sanchez, and Pascual Gutierrez. Dressed in a pink fur coat, floral helmet (no floral crowns here, thank you), rhinestone-studded nails, and floral bodysuits throughout the video, Rosalia cozies up to Ozuna as they encounter
paparazzi cameras together. It doesn't have an infectious bite con Altura, but we're also not in the height of summer anymore. Yo x Ti, Tu x Mi is a love song that will lead you to the fall. -Daise Bedolla Shura, Skyline, Be Mine Final track from Shura Forevher's new album, released today, is so flying it will send you levitation above its patter
drums, whirlwind synths, and deep bass lines. It suits the fact that the song is one of the new York skyline, capturing the moment of throwing open the curtains and looking at the human beauty of these towering towers stacked proudly next to each other. Shura's second recording was written when she moved from London to Brooklyn.
She also fell in love at the time. This chorus is lyrically sparse than the rest of the record, but it's all said in the dashboard work. You can hear her heart swell as his body builds it. This will remind you of the Moon Safari air era, or the early 2000s zero 7 and Tips Canada - a return to the surrounding electronics. Cold, complicated, tall, like a
kite. -Eve Barlow MUNA, Stayaway I share a few things with the powerhouse trio that is Muna, among them a love of fashion 2000 and a scandalous alma mater. I've been quietly following the band since 2015, from backyard performances in Los Angeles to their breakout EP About U. Their latest release, Stayaway, may be my favorite
track to date. Based on emotional reality, Stayaway kicks off with a series of hypotheses that pick up speed as the song progresses, reflecting the pace at which anxiety overshadows logic. If I see my old friends, we'll go dancing. If we go dancing, we'll go to the bar. If we go to the bar, we'll drink there. If I drink, I want to see where you are.
So I don't see my old friends, I don't go dancing, I don't do most of the things I used to do. In fact, now that I think about it, I've done most of To make sure that to you. The chorus provides a much-needed release, accompanied by a poignant realization: Breaking habits is often harder than breaking down. -Corinne Osnos (Sandy) Alex G,
Near The Porch Effect is so strong on this, there really is nothing anyone could tell me to change my mind! I dare ask this question to the room: When was the last time someone told you: All I want is to be near you? Now that I've had a few days to expose it as an intermediary, I don't think I've ever had the pleasure. Alex G, you caught me
again. -Sydney Gore Megan You stallion ft Nicki Minaj and Tai Dolla sign, Hot Girl Summer God, in her divine wisdom, couldn't prepare me for Megan You stallion-Nicki Minaj collab. Along with Ty Dolla Sign, they flipped Act Up City Girls into a song of the summer. It's all cheeky, cheerful fun, the kind of music to keep repeating, playing
during a pregame to make you blush on your way to work on Monday morning. (Also: the incredible generosity of this trio to release it for my birthday. Hot Girl Summer Gospel has become global - a cafe in Williamsburg etched it on boards to be cute - but this entry is a welcome reminder of the roots of the movement: I can't read your
mind, I must say that shit, Meg rap . Should I accept your love? Should I take this dick? Send my relationship to every boy I'm not texting back: Meg and Nicky said it's a hot summer girl! - Hunter Harris Lana Del Rey, Looking for America If You Spent Last Week Shell Shocked and Emotionally Battered in the Country continues to descend
into a terrorist gun-toting frenzy... This song won't stop the tears flowing. And that's fine. It's time to cry and mourn and feel exhausted, but also to direct the pain into action. Lana Del Rey took a flight back from Montecito, called her producer Jack Antonoff, and immediately got into the studio to process her feelings about the multiple
massacres over the weekend. The result is Looking For America, continuing to band excellent songs from Lana. She usually has a deep attachment to the past, especially with regard to American iconography and patriotism, but in the search for America there can be no nostalgia for an America that never existed. This is the rare moment
when Lana, as the voice of reason, looks ahead: I'm still looking for my own version of America/One without a gun, where the flag is free to fly. This is not what America was or is; Lana sees what America can be like. I hope she's right. -Dee Lockett Big Moon, It's easy, I'm so bored of being able, sings Juliet Jackson over the bed of piano
chords. This is her first statement, and a comeback one on this one, on her band Big Moon comeback. And significantly it's the monkeys reach the creative choice of the band on this song. They put the tools away that determined their initial success, at this point I'm just waiting for the piano to fall, she continues, before her fellow band
chimes on agreed chorus, picking her up from her doubts and stress. The Big Moon is usually a twangy-based indie foursome from London. They experienced the type of success on their debut LP that most pubs living British bands could only dream of, including the prestigious Mercury Prize nomination. The test for such groups is always
to prove that they have more tricks up their sleeve. At it's easy, they immediately throw away the baby with water. This follows in the great British tradition of Britpop bands who were not afraid of high arrangements, complete decay, or both! They make it look like the wind, but it's nothing but. -Eve Barlow Cashmere Cat, EMOTIONS
Maybe I watched too much euphoria, but this song would be perfect for any of the scenes where teenagers are high out of their minds. The thought of being reckless gives me hives, but there is something to say about feeling so strongly about things with a sense of urgency. I haven't listened to Cashmere Cat in what has certainly been
years, but this single reminded me why I was attracted to his music back when I was in college as it made me want to run to the nearest dance floor for hours of peace in motion. It should be you after listening to Emotion for the first time. -Sydney Gore Hana Wu, At a party after party, a 19-year-old artist sits on the floor wearing a dead
expression. The smartphone in the form of a device on the forehead activates memories; captured scenes from the night before the game, saved by the sight of technology. Do you care? Does that make you fall in love with me? Our hero asks, analyzing read receipts and blurry signals. No, this is not an episode with the Black Mirror; It's a
music video. At the Party is an evocapop anthem fueled by icy synthesizers and Wu's dark lower register. Her upcoming double EP, Nicole Kidman/Anne Hathaway, is out in October. We'll be here drowning in our senses until then. -Corinne Osnos Haim, Summer Girl Haim constantly had a band about joy - joy for the love of music they
dedicated to students. Este's older sister studied ethnomusicology at the University of California. Middle sister Danielle had just graduated from high school before walking down the road with Julian Casablancas' band. Alan's younger sister barely applied to college, so she's sure she'll be in a band with her sisters. In music, they find
happiness. In music, they avoid indulging in the suffering of life. Summer girl is probably their most joyful song, and perhaps their most challenging, and yet comes from the darkest place. It's harder to make happy challenging than sad. It's brave. So, Haim turns to the hosts. This time it's Lou Reed. Summer Girl, their first release from the
2017 album Something to Tell You, is inspired by one of the best pop songs of all time: Walk On The Wild Side. That's fine considering Haim grew up in the 90s as much influenced by the rhythmic world of hip-hop giants such as The Tribe called like they would be in New York 70s punk. With a jazz saxophone line and a chorus of doot-
doo-doo-doo sung as if drawn to a familiar melody, the trio does not hide from this fact. The lyrics tease: Walk next to me, not behind me. The joy of the song is also its purposefulness. As Danielle explained in a social media post, the song began to come together like a little ode to cheering on her partner (and his co-producer Ariel
Rechtshaid) when she was on the road and he was home with cancer. It's the best power of pop music: it can lift your spirits. This can provide a smile through the struggle. It can bring the sun into the gray sky. It can revive your faith in love when all you want to do is cry. -Eve Barlow Angel Olsen, All the Mirrors When I was in high school, I
was obsessed with 80s movies - particularly films directed by John Hughes. I felt so visible in the narratives of losers who refused to fit the status quo, desperate to move quickly to the next stage of their young adult lives, where they would be accepted as their true self. Angel Olsen's All Mirrors feels like putting himself into this type of
cinematic experience as soon as 80s synths arrive, though it's probably more appropriate for a title like Donnie Darko. In a press statement, she revealed that a swooping ballad is about owning up to your dark side, finding the ability for new love and trusting change, even if you feel like a stranger. The accompanying visual depicts women
lost in the maze, forced to collide with all their own, to turn into the man to whom the universe was always destined to be. Gah, women's minds are so strong! -Sydney Gore Alchemist and Schoolboy, W.Y.G.D.T.N.S Rap Music is moving faster than we can process it. Styles and streams pop up, imitate and then disappear before we even
have time to decide if they are played out or not. It's one of the best things about rap - a genre that will never be creatively fertile, will never become obsolete, and will always push boundaries. Because of this perpetual movement forward, fans are always looking for the next thing. That's why, not 24 hours after Kendrick Lamar released
DAMN., rumors began circulating that Kendrick was going to give up another surprise album soon. Of course he didn't. That would be ridiculous and unnecessary. On this collaboration with the producer Alchemist - who is only adept at creating a hardcore New York rap instrumental, as he's jazzy, sipping beer-at-sunset-while-passing-



around-stupid tracks like W.Y.G.D.T.N.S. - Schoolboy skewers our obsessive need more (W.Y.G.D.T.N.S. means when you're going to drop That Shit), but more importantly, he says a bunch of shit, says a bunch of bad things. that occurred in America, and oscillated between muttered thoughts, a stream of consciousness retreat, and a
brief foray biting the growl that became his signature. First, it feels like an outro, but it's fast fast something more than a disposable stone. It's a track that plays with time and expectations and comes out the other way as a compelling collaboration between two rap greats. -Sam Hockley-Smith Starcrawler, Bet My Brains Previously Vulture
profile describes Starcrawler's scuzzy glam, which evokes the teensploitation of 1970s films and that decades of street-level Hollywood debauchery. You can learn their sound from the 2019 adaptation of Jason Clark's Pet Sematary; A film that I personally initiated as someone whose children's bedroom looked at the garden of a dead petz
(including one albino guinea pig named Chloe). The young pop-punk band is known for its high-octane live performances and at the same time funny and naked music videos; Bet My Brains' latest release is no exception. In the video, singer Arrow de Wilde makes clown makeup great again while practicing her exorcist routine. Meanwhile,
the boys look as if they have ambushed a Depop store. They seem cool. -Corinne Osnos Brockhampton, I Been Born Again Even when Brockhampton is making low-key or overwhelmingly dark tracks, a rap group that chooses to call itself a boy band tends to lean toward cartoonish. This is usually manifested in brightly colored videos, or
moments of child abundance. I Been Born Again, which is accompanied by black and white video members rolling around and doing push-ups on some sidewalk somewhere, is relatively muted rather than cartoonish at all. Instead it seems designed to rebuke those who felt like Brockhampton rode the boy-band trick too hard - it's a sheer
strong, unflashy mid-album rap track recontextualized as a single. It's vibe music and there's absolutely nothing wrong with that. Sam Hockley-Smith Taylor Swift, Archer Is Called Growth, People (Kelly's signals from the gesture of the head of the Growth Of Unsafe). Taylor Swift's melodic new single, The Archer, is one of the most self-
aware tracks from the songstress yet. Finally, at last, Taylor will allow her vigilance and rest - a struggle so tiring. Part of the thing with therapy and healing is acceptance - acknowledging that you can be an archer as well as mining and looking at your mistakes as critically as your enemies, and finally heal. In addition to the song sounding
eerie as a reputation delicate, we are also blessed with some Old World Taylor images: As her anxiety envelops her she sings: I wake up at night, I walk like a ghost, room on fire, invisible smoke. In The Bridge, Taylor's self-realization, they see right through me... Can you see it right through me? ... I see right through me. It must have
been a breakthrough during her therapeutic songwriting sessions, or at least we hope so. Here's hoping that the rest of the album is as honest as The Archer. -Clare Palo Chance the Rapper feat. Death Cab for Cutie, Do You Remember Well, Summer Features Came to This: Chance The Long-Awaited Album, Big Day, just dropped, and
the second track has none other than... Ben Gibbard? Yes, Ben Gibbard! Death Cab for the Cutie frontman, using his unmistakable, soulful whine while presumably wearing a 3 cap over his floppy hair, sings: Do you remember how when you were younger/Summer everything lasted forever? Gibbard is an archer, and I am a victim; The
line pierces me the way the photo album made my sensitive 16-year-old self all those years ago. Chance is certainly excellent on the track as well, romantically recalling past days (sticky shoes) and not-so-past (Will Smith as Genie). The song melts away in one long summer - maybe even 500 days of them? -Ray Rahman 1975, The 1975
You Wonder If Matthew Healy likes to be the millennial that baby boomers like (lyrics from last year's Give Yourself a Try). This is the most powerful position. He has a diverse audience at the bottom of his chair, and he's not going to spend it. In the great tradition of rock 'n' roll, his band - 1975 Manchester, England - has reached a point
where they all want to put the cause first, because last year's Brief Inquiry into Online Relationships certainly proved that they have musical significance, that they have cultural significance, and that people listen. Unlike the great tradition of rock 'n' roll, they're not interested in cashing in on what might be their most defining moment as they
prepare to release their next effort, Notes on Conditional Form, this year. 1975 did the punk-becoming-pop thing, they did the narcissistic crisis thing, and now they're doing an all-fucked-so-we-can-as-well-save-the-world thing. Notes on conditional form then begins, like all their other albums - with a track called The 1975. Except this time,
1975 did not take the lead. Greta Tunberg, a 15-year-old climate change activist, knows. I was sent this a week before his release while in the swamp of extreme anxiety about a whole load of personal nonsense that doesn't really matter. When I listened to what Tunberg said, when I heard 1975 interact with my audience, when I imagined
Matthew Healy giving his stage to another leader at half his age, because she thought we still had time to make a difference, it really calmed me down. All the money received from this song will go to the climate change movement Extinction Rebellion, and the instruction is that we all wake up! There's a lot to work on. Let's do it. -Eve
Barlow DIIV, Skin Games While I am fully aware that the phrase was all beautiful and nothing hurt was to be ironic in the era of Tumblr, I feel like we as a society are only now faced with the reality that so many of us suffer in silence. But people no longer need to hide alone in their pain; You can find support through the fight and this is the
beauty of the Leather game. For me, the most chilling line of Holding's hiding my head / Everyone respects respect - it reminds me of all the lives that were lost too early from an overdose. (RIP Mac Miller and Lil Peep.) DIIV's upcoming album, Deceiver, delves into the vicious circle of addiction and unpacks many aspects of the disease.
There is no better time to start a dialogue; this topic is extremely relevant. -Sydney Gore PJ Morton, Ready A lot of people thought I did. Part of this documentary is to show everyone what I didn't do. Work on this new record in the mountains, and this is my best work. I was so focused. Not only physically, you can see that it's crystal clear,
but it's not just about that. I'm a musician ... We're going to touch everyone, I mean, kids, grandmothers, teens, twenty-somethings, thirty-something, forty-something, and, fifty-something, black, red, yellow, white, green, blue, purple. Especially purple, we're going to touch a lot of purple. I think it will be a worldwide phenomenon. So begins
the conversational introduction to Ready before launching into tropical funk. Girl let me take you on a journey, PJ Morton begs his love interest to go steady. New Orleans artist and songwriter passes the test with aplomb. Can you finish the summer with the same confidence. -Corinne Osnos Beyonce ft. Jay-zee and Baby Gambino,
MOOD 4 EVA Beyonce's Hard Bar, Her Biggest Line, Her Sick Burn, it's just her rant to her government name: I'm Beyonce Giselle Knowles-Carter, releasing every syllable with a growl-like threat and promise all at once. (Obviously she follows that by listing her royal resume: I am Nala, sister of Yoruba/ Oshun, queen sheba, I am a
mother.) Beyonce on MOOD 4 EVA is a mother I've never had. (For my actual mother and Laurie Metcalf's Lady Bird: Please don't read this.) She's the sister everyone would like. She's the friend everyone deserves. I don't know a better person. I don't know a better person! -Hunter Harris Vivian Girls, Sick And Now for an indie rock
reunion that doesn't feel like cheap nostalgia, or maladroit play for your purse. Vivian Girls, pupils of 2000s noise-pop implosion, have embraced their love for the joyous girl-band Harmony, the Ramones, and the bright, blown-out guitar fluff and transformed into an extraordinary mp3 blog feed. Except, of course, their songs were timeless
compared to the forgetful riffing that dominated New York Warehouse Centers and College Radio in 2009, and as women in the DIY network ruled dudes, they were the progenitors of any progress the space faced in the years after their dissolution. Sick is the lead single of their upcoming full-length, Memory, their first LP in eight years,
and it's as if time has passed - but it has and they just aged into it. If Sick is any sign, Vivian Girls' sound is still the hodgepodge of all its musical touchstones, promiscuous under the haze, constantly colliding and morphing into something much, much grander. Maria Wilco, Love Everywhere (Beware) What an easy fresh and beautiful new
song from Chicago great Wilco, whose 14th (!) studio album, Ode to Joy, is due out this fall. Jeff Tweedy and Co. tend to work in two amorphous modes: melodic, melodic folk-rock and a type of left-field experimental alchemy that made the 2000s classic Yankee Hotel Foxtrot so striking. On Love Is Everywhere (Beware), they are firmly in
the same mode, with a spinning and hypnotic guitar line faltering behind Tweedy's muted vocals - like a stone skipping across a lake, gently devastating in his meditative serenity. -Larry Fitzmaurice Charlie XCX and Christine and the queen, the besed British pop villain Charli XCX has become as much a taste provider as she is a pop star
in her own right. Her upcoming third album, Charli, is all about finding strength in collaboration, and Carried is undeniably her greatest collaboration to date. The carried out manages to capture the qualities of both artists without shrinking either. It's the perfect marriage - a bull song that serves to house and protect both of their struggles.
On Gone, Charlie and Chris separately bleat about the frustration in human relationships, about the loneliness of having to rely on themselves. It is perhaps a consolation for them that they are aligned in this experience. However, apart from their related narrative, there's nothing they can do to free each other from these shackles - or even
the ropes they're tied to the machine in a sensationally autoerotic video of the song. This increases the voltage and releases the titanic production of the track. Its drums sound like fireworks running inside a closed steel container. This is what it is like to be terrified of telling the truth, and at the same time not being able to let these truths
eat you inside. I feel so unstable, hate these people / How do they make me feel lately, charlie sings, in her most vulnerable state ever. Chris's open wound songs are clearly rubbed on Charlie, while Charlie zero given the aspirational vision lent Chris her hard half-filler yet. Gone is a song to beat this year. -Eva Barlow (Sandy) Alex G,
Hope (Sandy) Alex G Hope starts with a few devastating short lines: He was my good friend /he died / Why write about it now? / Gotta honor it somehow / Saw some people crying that night / Yes, Fentanyl took a few lives out of our lives / OK. It's a brilliant moment that manages to capture the frustration of facing down-death, the
helplessness that gives way to hope, and the loneliness that comes with consumed shock and grief. Hope is one of the many wonderful songs by (Sandy) Alex G, who has gone from a bedroom artist to a collaboration with Frank Ocean, but he stands out as maybe his best to date for the way he plays the gloom of the song from the
almost inflatable acoustic guitar strum, making for a kind of secretly sad audition Song closes with residents of the house, the head name of the name dead friend, throwing bottles out the window. It's a snapshot of American life and American death, and it's beautiful and sad, and like the perfect portrait of the devastation that could exist. -
Sam Hockley-Smith Oso, The Impossible Game of Long Beach, New York, Jade Lilitri's Oso Oso was one of the worst secrets of emo and indie rock (two sub-unders of rock music, which in 2019 are almost the same) since its release in 2017, The Yuna Mixhontape, have made the rounds. A follow-up such recording, Basking in the Glow,
is due out next month, and Impossible Game may be his strongest single yet - all charging power-pop guitars and Lilytree affecting vocals, brooding and soul-searching in the way the music that sounds so can be at its best. -Larry Fitzmaurice Whitney, Valley (My Love) Press Release for The Valley (My Love) explains that the song is
about anxiety being away from a loved one, and it's pretty clear from the first line that the guys at Whitney - the most comforting sounding band we have - feel that anxiety is pretty hard. The song starts with a line: There has to be another way, but instead of too hung up on what another way maybe, or the fact that there's perhaps no other
way for a bunch of touring musicians, Whitney does what Whitney does best, that writing songs that manage to call Van Morrison without sounding at all like Van Morrison, and I mean that as a huge compliment. Van Morrison, at his best, writes brooding songs that feel almost evaporated. You don't listen to his music as you live in it.
Valley (My Love) acquires a similar intangible but emotional quality. Even without knowing what this song is about, you'll hear melancholy in every lilting horn or ripped off string. It's the kind of track that you can play for anyone, anywhere, but it will still do all the stopping what they're doing and get reflective. -Sam Hockley-Smith Wave
Racer ft Kwame, Summer Rain Your Last Guilty Pleasure Has arrived, courtesy of Australian producer Wave Racer. Summer Rain features fellow Aussie rapper Kwame, who serves up mildly meaningless, totally delightful rhymes. I saw you dancing in the summer rain. You looked weird, you were moving a little weird. Don't know what it
was, but I should have known your name, Kwame raps over maximalist beats: the soundtrack to the throws, the festival season, and the shorts that stick to you in the subway. -Corinne Osnos Anna Meredith, Paramur British composer Anna Meredith was around for a minute, but you probably heard her music without even knowing it. Her
intense, electro-acoustic compositions pretty much scored eighth grade, Beau Burnham's hilariously touching coming-of-teen-age comedy from last year. Meredith's prickly, hypnotic touch guarantees nothing but drama, and Paramour - the first taste from her upcoming sophomore album FIBS loaded with good material, with melodic lines
that tickle the spine and and total rush that it is impossible to pull yourself away from. -Larry Fitzmaurice Jenny Hval, Ashes in the Ashes by Norwegian avant-garde-pop master Jenny Hval has charted a prolific and fascinating career over the past decade, with releases winding toward both sides of affordability, embracing high conceptual
arcs on femininity and personal politics. A friend recently remarked that sometimes it's more fun to read about your music than to actually listen to it - an argument that I don't quite agree with, but Ashes in ashes can nonetheless be appreciated by anyone with two ears and an open heart. The first taste of her upcoming Practice of Love
gently pulsates electronic music, crescendo to a celestial peak while Hval reflects on the act of songwriting itself, comparing it to How I Dreamed fucking / Before I knew how. -Larry Fitzmaurice Sampa the Great, OMG Sampa the Great left a huge impression on me during a demonstration in Australia very own SXSW, as well as the Big
Sound Festival, back in 2016. She based there while being a student through Botswana. So when a typo from the London label Ninja Tune appeared this week with news of her debut album, I was very intrigued. OMG more than I expected; a short, edgy teaser that plays more like a theme tune than a lead one. It's filled with so much
attitude that's full of live showcase, providing a taste of her non-clutter rap style and hunger to infuse the rhythmic festive sounds of her roots (with the help of producer Kwes) with the edge of modern hip-hop. -Eve Barlow Billy Eilish, Bad Guy (Justin Bieber Remix) Even after Justin Bieber (mysteriously) hinted at a collaboration earlier this
week, he's the last person I thought I'd hear on a remix of Billy Eilish's Bad Guy. But there he was on Instagram: a throwback photo of Eilish standing in front of a wall of posters of Bieber announcing the collaboration. At first listen, Bieber didn't quite belong on the track. Gold teeth, my neck, my wrist stiffened (So icy) / I got more ice than
snow / This guy does not act as you do not know / This guy is so critical (Skrrt), he sings in his first verse. Part of Bad Guy's magic is its dark subtext performed by Eilish's airy voice. This girl, who suspended herself on a floating bed throughout her tour, exclaimed a combination of xanthan gum mixed with a charcoal of water for the clip,
and wiped blood on her face in her Bad Guy music video. Behind the voice that gave us Ocean's Eyes and Suki's Broken Hearts is a 17-year-old who isn't afraid to get weird. Justin Bieber's feature doesn't quite give us that. Impeccable voice? Are you sure. Matching Eilish's penchant for creepy on a song where she repeatedly warns us
that she'll make your girlfriend a crazy type/Can seduce your father type? Ok... Lol However, the song is a victory for both teams. Bieber's last album was released in 2015. Meanwhile, once called Bieber her first love in with Marie Claire (I've been in love before, and it's been with him). Aside from the actual song, this remix proves how far
a teenager has come - and in such a short space of time. Eilish said that best of all, OMGFFFFGGG is something REALLY MAN. It's especially possible if you're Billy Eilish. -Daise Bedolla J. Som, Tenderness The first single from indie wunderkind J. Som's upcoming Anak Co., Superbike, was a slab of beautiful and drifting shoegaze
sounding both indebted to the rock subgenre in the 90s peak and completely from our days. But anyone who adored Melina Duterte's latest album, 2017's Excellent Everything Works, knows that her sound contains plenty - so Tenderness is another left-wing twist for the shape-shifting artist. It's a smooth, disco-y melody made for the
dance floor, with a chorus that falls into the literal heart of Duterte's expressive indie rock: Tenderness is all I have. -Larry Fitzmaurice Blood Orange ft. Thoreau y Moi, Dark and Beautiful Blood Orange Is the New Mixtape, Angel's Pulse, Dev Hines collaborates with chillwave artist Thoreau y My on the single Dark and Beautiful, a self-
aware, sad anthem. In the chorus, Dev criticizes his naivety: Nothing lasts forever, and I told you. He admits that he losin' touch everything I know, prayin' for my heart to turn to stone, asking for his grievances to be punished. And if you haven't started to tear up, he pays tribute to Mac Miller (Cryin for the ones I lost in '18), with whom he
worked closely. Thoreau y Moi comes on the second verse, rap the title of the track and self-deprecers, Don't be actin' stupid, the cookies are going to collapse... Happens all the time, plus I'm dark and beautiful. This song makes me feel like I came out of a very intense meditation therapy session with my psychiatrist. Do your therapy
homework y'all or you'll have to do it all in one hour! Forget Hot Girl Summer; This is The Garden Girl Summer. -Clare Palo Chasity Belt, Ann's Jam There really isn't enough ode friendship out there - maybe it's because we're told to make more acquaintances rather than strengthening the bonds of our inner circles? Gabby's world once
sang about how nothing in this world is more sacred than friendship, and where is the lie? Either way maybe I appreciate the feeling behind the chastity belt of Ann's Jam's new single. No one ever wants a group to go on a break, but disaster often comes from not realizing that breaks are perfectly healthy and should be normalized in our
culture. We are not encouraged to have our own space and use the time we spend apart to figure out the best method to restore the foundations of our connections. This soft, laid-back track is the lead single from the highly anticipated fourth studio album Chastity Belt, which is co-produced by Melina Mae Duterte, a.k.a. J.Som Save date
on September 20th! -Sydney Mountain Post Malone Ft Young Thug, Farewell To Fifth Stage Life Under Malone's Post Is and it seems like our ours The pop king has worn out many skeptical listeners over the past year (his perpetual chart presence is at least more than confirming this). His latest single, Goodbyes, likely didn't topple the
still-dominant Old Town Road from the top of the Hot 100 - but it goes down so easily that you'll probably hear it in a few months, regardless. Young Thug sounds like just another instrument in the sound world of fasting, and even Mr. Malone himself can disappear too well in the background on Goodbyes. But this music is practically made
for the pop atmosphere, and in this regard, the duo gets the job done. -Larry Fitzmaurice Lily May, Terlingua Girl After the first audition, I heard the lyrics as terra lingual. As in, he is fluent in the earth. Although May wrote the song as a teenager in her hometown of Turlingua, Texas, the song functions as a love letter to the South Texas
desert and a portrait of the girl who left it behind. Lily May is part of a new generation of country singers. Honey vocales and serious reflections remain the focus, but the artist's own image is grittier, the stories darker, and the characters are relatable on a more visceral level. The veses may be singing about are darker, more elusive than
first dates and Friday nights. Terlingua Girl read: You have other girls for this, May's mesmerizing meditation on cheating released earlier this summer. May is a trained guitarist and pianist, but this is the violin she plays with. I wonder why you are so afraid, wondering what you are running away from. You can't run away from this world,
Turlingua. The face of a stranger, the eyes so familiar, - she sings, ode to leave the house, to return, and everything in between. -Corinne Osnos Bad Bunny and J Balvin, CUIDADO POR AH Rumors have been swirling around for months about the joint album from Bad Bunny and J Balvin, and reggaetonos finally confirmed the chatter
last night with an unexpected announcement on Instagram: Oasis, an eight-song set, dropping at midnight. The pair met through DJ Luian in 2016, and since then both have built a huge career. But from their first collaboration in 2017, Si Tu Novio Te Deja Sola, it was obvious that the duo fit well with each other, their voices mixed in and
how they are built on each other's poems. The same thing is evident on CUIDADO POR AH (Beware there). The song beat the spooky and heavy with anticipation. It's a song that hypes you on the way to the party, and it's sure to be on a lot of summer playlists. Their voices are low, weaving around each other to the point where each
individual artist is almost indistinguishable. Welcome to Oasis. -Daise Bedolla Thom Yorke, Dawn Chorus Radiohead's Kid A has taught us anything, it's that a lot of emotion - anxiety, fear, defeat, despair, and twisted, ecstatic joy - can be wrung from vagueness. This album succeeded because it captured everything Radiohead was great
at, while emphasizing one of Tom Yorke's frontman's Strengths: He's good at nailing a concrete vibe, even if no one is sure exactly what he's saying. Kid A looms large over the band (they released a lot of great records after it, but no one has pushed their sound so far in the future), but it looms the biggest on Yorke's solo career, which
includes steady stripping back of the chaotic elements of Kid A, only to get to Anima, the nearest Yorke'll probably get to making a traditional singer-songwriter, but with an acoustic guitar switched to a blue laptop glow or a lone synth ripple through the cobblestones of the street. The album's best moment - there are many very good ones -
comes in the form of the Dawn Choir, a percussion, almost ambient meditation on death and regret and loss. Over the lone echo of the synth, Yorke half sings, half-talks in a mixture of overloaded phrases like Come On, Chop The Chop and Come On, do their best, while breaking into thrilling moments of epiphany. Hearing the exhaustion
in his voice when he sings antagonistic phrases like the Big Deal, so what? Please let me know when you have had enough to shock you to silence. The Dawn chorus is great because of what it's supposedly about, but it's memorable for the way it slows time down, the way his foreboding calm overtakes everything. The song is his own
special world and one of the best things York has done without the rest of Radiohead. I hope he never makes another song like him. -Sam Hockley-Smith Brittany Howard, History repeats I don't make too many hyperbolic statements about music on the Internet, but I'm sure of one opinion: Brittany Howard is our greatest living vocalist.
Alabama Shakes front woman can sing with the thunder and soul of Aretha Franklin, but what impresses me most is how the same power translates, even when she tames the beast with her voice. On History Repeats, the lead single from her upcoming debut solo album Jaime (named after her late sister), her voice is malleable. The
performance is not the main attraction. Instead, her voice is softened and distorted, melted in free-form funk instruments. There aren't many verses either, but this one is a feeling repeated in several ways: You won't catch her reliving the same story over and over again (I mean, I've already been / I've come and gone / I've washed my
hands with it / I don't want to do it again). Brittany Howard won't do what was expected - even if it means putting Shakes on hold to challenge herself on her own. She's restless. And I'm ready for everything Jaime has. -Dee Lockett Chastity, Sun Poisoning Have You Ever Found a Song That Is a Combination of All Your Favorite Bands
From High School? That's what happened to me when I was listening to Chastity's new single, Sun Poisoning. He filled me with so much joy that my tingling for hours after listening to him and about Warped Tour came flooding in. and melancholy, I was directed to the Portuguese term saudade, which the Portuguese writer Manuel de Melo
once described as a pleasure you suffer, a disease you like, and I think this is the most accurate description for Sun Poisoning. The emotional track is shown on the band's Ontario album, Home Made Satan, which will be released on September 13. (I'll save you time and confirm that the release date is Friday the 13th.) -Sydney Gore
MUNA, Who Well Thank Goodness MUNA has returned to announce his second album with a positive mental attitude slapper called The Number One Fan earlier this month because its follow is catastrophically sad. Who is whodunnit, sort of. It's an appeal to a former flame who had a rock heart and never let his feelings show, and yet
said that an emoment-edent ex sings a song about love for someone else? The chorus comes and singer Katie Gavin asks the same question you ask: Who?! That?! Who are you singing about?! with the frog, still on his chest. By the middle of the section she draws herself after hearing this sweet melody for the first time and realizing that
she wasn't meant for it. Gutted. But also - as Gavin's way - there is a necessary lesson to be learned. And it's all wrapped up in a sweet MUNA melody of its own, including cascading drums and a dramatic chorus production that must die for. To be completely frank Who is probably ten times the song about which it was written. -Eve
Barlow Lucy Dacus, Forever Half Mast Political Songs are hard to pull off. Get too specific about what you sing about and you run the risk of come across as didactic or fussy; take a more general route and you can also be Lee damn Greenwood. It takes a deft, wise hand song to hit that sweet spot, and as it turns out, Lucy Dacus is just a
songwriter for the job. The Richmond, VA indie rocker broke out with her Matador Historian debut last year, and she has since released a series of holiday-specific singles that will be collected in one release later this year. Forever Half Mast arrives just in time for July 4th, and it's the perfect anti-political anthem at a time when more people
than ever don't exactly feel that political spirit. They were wrong when they were told to forget the past, she sings over a light guitar before suggesting we lower the stars and bars into the titular position - not exactly love, not quite hate, just that miserable in between feeling that isn't going to go away anytime soon. And it makes it sound so
good, too. -Larry Fitzmaurice Ali Barter, Backseat Chick rock hard genre for nails. Veer to the pilot and you run the risk of turning off the main listeners. Too soft? Sellout. Australian singer-songwriter Ali Barter hits it straight on Backseat, the first track released from her sophomore album Hello, I'm Doing My Best. In the clip Backseat Barter
plays a clumsy cool girl (subset of the Cool Trail and attracts the attention of male men Player. I know you play in groups she squeals-sings on repeat in high tones strapped to the rhythm of her electric guitar. Barter's take on love, one that is clumsy, cute and a tad creepy, brings back memories of the first crushes and school dances. And
like any good suburban love story, it begins and ends with a license; In the last scene of the video, Barter and her new beau sit side by side in her Triumph TR4 double. -Corinne Osnos Drake feat. Rick Ross, Money in Drake's grave is a new single stuck in my head all week. The Toronto native released Money in the Grave after the
Raptors won their first NBA championship, and while it didn't hit me completely at first, I'm glad the song is now because I've become totally obsessed with it. Amid the steady, bass-heavy rhythm, Drake raps about how rich and on top of his game he is. It's not his best from a lyrical point of view, but it's still catchy, and sometimes that's all
you need. Rick Ross's verse comes a little later, and his voice is as memorable as it always was. It reminds me of the fire, in that it's warm, but gravel-like embers light you up in flames if you get too close. I love it. -Alexia Lafata Florist, Time is a dark feeling You probably heard the music of Emily Sprague without even knowing it. Earlier
this year, part of her work as a florist - particularly Thank you, from the excellent 2016 album The Birds Outside Sang - was used in Beyonce's landmark live film Homecoming. Florist's music (Sprague also produces ambient music on its own) is intimate, tender and reminiscent of the raw materials from Phil Elverum's Microphones - a type
of indie pop with a soft focus that admires the particles that make up the world around us, even when melancholy is plentiful. Time Is a Dark Feeling is taken from the upcoming album by Florist Emily Alone, and it remains true to the title of this album; The song is little more than Sprague's subtle vocals and gentle fingerpicking, especially
for those quiet moments between thrush modern life. -Larry Fitzmaurice Purple Mountains, Margaritas in the mall No doubt the first time I felt like a real adult when, in my early 20s, I got stuck at the airport and did nothing, I killed time by drinking at an airport bar. In hindsight, it's kind of messed up that my brain equates adulthood with
carefully portioned whiskey at the airport bar, a place that no one ever wants to be. David Berman's music, whether recorded as Silver Jews or here, with members of woods' band like the Purple Mountains, always evokes the same feeling in me: a strange combination of sadness and weight that is appealing because of the clarity he can
provide. Sometimes personal epiphanies come in the form of good whiskey at the airport, or in this case, drinking margaritas in the mall. (Darker or less dark than drinking at the airport?) In David Berman's world, sometimes the best to question the existence of God and the future of our planet is a chain bar in the mall. Something similar
probably happens every day in other malls in the US. What David Berman is capable of doing is sounds noble (but still sad) is a great skill. -Sam Hockley-Smith Hobo Johnson, Typical Story Master of Manic Poetry is back. In the music video for its latest release Typical Story, we find Hobo Johnson raving by the pool among bikini-clad
goblins, bodybuilders and other losers. Although lively, the typical story is meditation on the struggle: from a father who loses everything to a dog who wanted to escape until he learned that his life is much safer inside the cage. And for 24-year-old Johnson, who endured a difficult upbringing that led to homelessness and incarceration
during his formative years, the struggle is perhaps more familiar than his budding (internet) fame. Compared to his original hit Peach Scone, Johnson manages to wander less on typical history without sacrificing his trademark erraticism. The Californian artist doesn't shy away from wacky, but his lyrics often carry more weight than his
videos suggest. It may be the story of a child who clearly won't know what to say, but Johnson lets us into his anxieties. When he raps the line: I'm afraid everything stays the same or gets worse / So what's the point of finding calm when calmness for me is anxious, it moves in slow motion, his eyes wide open before the rambling scene
covers him again. -Corinne Osnos Lil Nas X, Panini Let's just go straight to it: Lil Nas X's new EP is a hot mess and he can never make a better song than the one he's known for. Sometimes we rush early. Crap happens. However, where Lil Nas X may already be running out of roads, the young NYC-produced duo Take Daytrip are just
beginning to find their stripe. They struck random gold last summer with Sheck Wes viral Mo Bamba and have now scored double placings on the Lil Nas X EP, producing two of their best non-OTR songs, Panini and Rodeo. (And that's featuring veterans Boi-1da, Ryan Tedder, and Travis Barker elsewhere on the draft.) Most of the songs
on the EP sound as if they were in the microwave a few seconds before release. Panini has been cooking for a while though, first debuting back in April. (I've even heard he's played live twice since then.) Lil Nas X doesn't want to be just a rapper, so Daytrip gave him some room to wiggle with rap songs and rap-ish/country-ish songs. He
gets eclipsed at the last, Rodeo, Cardi B, because he's not as adaptable as he thinks. But in Panini, more booming 808s and some Western parodies whistling, singing about how waiting is just weird, it sounds in your bag. -Dee Lockett The Hold Steady, Denver Haircut It's been five years since Hold Steady released a new album, but
during that time Craig Finn has released a bunch of solo albums, and the band has released several singles here and there. Over there. bands go on hiatus, but with Hold Steady it made a little more sense. Each song is a short story: a collection of misguided nostalgia transmuted into tiny details that evoke a sense of sentimentality. It's a
hard trick to pull off, but Finn is such a great writer that he always seems to be working well. So even if the band is gone for a while, you don't know, because Denver haircut is a prime Hold Steady - characters drug-induced hallucinations, longing to avoid the place where they live, listen to Metallica, get robbed, and go through personal
transformations at the airport. It all happens in just a few minutes and it's a lot to absorb, but one lyric stands out above the rest: Find a man with a handful huddled over some car keys/it doesn't have to be clean, it doesn't have to be perfect/just kind of should be worth it. Sure, Finn sings about drugs, but there's no line more
heartbreakingly real and applicable on a wide range of experiences than just kind of should be worth it. - Sam Hockley-Smith Chloe x Halle, think of me Hot Girl Summer meme, of course, but it's primarily a way of life. These are the bad bitches living their baddest bitch of truth. Now of course Chloe x Galle is a little more helpful in their
portrayal of this relationship because they are 19 and 20, but if you've seen them on adult-ish, you know they're also about this life. (As they said on their debut album, if I'm in the mood, I'll get as rattling as I want.) The duo released two new songs for the show. One is a very beautiful ballad about catching feelings; the other, think of me, is
full on the flex about catching the attention of guys. It's about games. It's about toying with some boy's emotions and messing with your head for shit and giggles and boosting confidence. (When you text me, I'm curved, my girls say: Hold on, don't hurt em lol.) It's some true bastard behavior, honestly, but you won't catch me judging! -Dee
Lockett Mark Ronson ft Angel Olsen, True Blue Mark Ronson locked in some co-power for late night feelings, but True Blue is the winner of the bunch because it's so unexpected. There's no better person to dial for a timeless breakup record than Angel Olsen, and I didn't know I wanted her to go pop until today. Now that we're here, I need
more! As the modern classic starts with Fucking around, I fall in love / Saying goodbye because you give it / Everything you've been, everything you've lost / Who ever thought that came with a price, I can visualize disco balls to get into the rotation. Is anyone else planning to text their next love goal as you read my eyes or is it just me? -
Sydney Gore yellow days, Just when Atlanta fans can recognize the yellow days - aka 19-year-old British artist George van den Bruk - from the season two trailer show that features the song Gap in the Clouds. On its latest just When release, den Brook delivers another one It's as moody as it's bland. His dexterity? Writing songs about
feeling exhausted, that sound decidedly unbothered. And only when I think it's all right / Cloud comes along and it pours with rain / And I can not help but feel like I'm wasting away / And I know that you love me baby and it must hurt to hear me say that, yes van den Brooke croons over reggae-inspired beat. -Corinne Osnos E-40 F. Cuavo,
Roddy Rich, as soon as possible Ferg, and schoolboy, Chase Money E-40 did it for himself. He has been so insanely prolific in recent years that it's hard to find the time to absorb his music before he moves on to the next thing. Still, line over the line, he's one of the funniest rappers to listen to - his voice is full of spades and valleys, and
he can fit almost any phrase into any rhythm. There's a reason that he's got other weird voiced guys on this track - as soon as possible Ferg and a schoolboy should have a significant debt to 40 - who did having a strange look at almost everything under the sun market skills. Chase the Money, which is the song's title, and the name of the
guy who produced the song (you can admit it's an infectious money chase drop with about 65 million other songs), is a kind of sleeper: At first it seems to run a milling single from a bunch of big names, but then all of a sudden you play it over and sing along to Roddy Rich's chorus of driving down Fairfax. -Sam Hockley-Smith Floating
Glasses, LesAlpx When Sam Shepherd erupted as a floating point at the turn of the decade, his sound was pure, expansive techno - the type that caught the ear of influential left-field listeners like Radiohead's Tom York, melodic and winding as a staircase built of synths. On 2015's wonderful Elaenia breakthrough, he took his
compositional know-how to new levels, developing jazz and psychedelic electronic music that was less made for the dance floor and more for contemplative headspaces - but on his new single LesAlpx, he came back with a beat, and both. It's the most bodymoving one he's put out since 2010, with persistent beat and trickles of tunes
merging with Vangelis-esque synths. The melody works for just under five minutes, but in the right groove you can imagine listening to it for hours on repeat. -Larry Fitzmaurice Michael Kiwanuka and Tom Mish, Money It is fitting that the return of Big Little Lies synchronizes with the release of Michael Kiwanuk. That he collaborated with
fellow Brit Tom Mish to serve some sinister funk almost too much. On Money, Kiwanuka experiments with falsetto notes while YEBBA promotes backup vocals. In an email exchange with FADER, Misch called out their common love for 808s and disco. The premise of Money is that, at first, listen, it's a song about money and how much I
want and love it, Kiwanuka said. I want to use the money to with people and being around people people There's a lot. But as you listen closer, it's really about how too much love for money can be dangerous. - Corinne Osnos Metronomy, Salted Caramel Ice Cream Metronomy is a five-piece lovechild of producer, songwriter and
performer Joseph Mount, and for those who know they're the chicest band around, capable of navigating from their nu-rave roots to classic disco and grooves. Coming into melting after Mount's recent joint effort with Robin on her LP Honey, Salted Caramel Ice Cream could be the pinnacle of all Metronomy experiments so far. He marries
Mount's clever nods to the past (hello, Lipps Inc. in Funkytown) with his English debt fad, likening the object of love to salted caramel ice cream. Oh my God, she's coming, don't look up! Go lyrics, hissing with a heart murmuring early stage crush. I'll have another scoop, please. -Eve Barlow by Caroline Polachek, Door Dear gone synth-
pop heroes Chairlift always underestimated for how strange they could sound - an expert mixing weird and accessible as Caroline Polachek and Patrick Wimberley fiddled in the studio like crazy synth-pop scientists. On her own, Polachek has previously gone headlong into wild territory as Ramona Lisa, but her new solo single under her
own name is the perfect fusion of The Skyscraping Approach Chairlift and her more unfathomable tendencies. The door skips and glides like a trail of smoke before opening into an expansive chorus, with tons of produced gew-gaws buried in the mix. It's fascinating and endlessly repeated, and it's interesting to us what else Polachek has
up his sleeve, too. -Larry Fitzmaurice Kali Wis, Mack Miller, and Free Citizens, Time Anderson. Paak's The Free Nationals and Kali Uchi released the track with the late Mac Miller, leading as a single for the band's upcoming self-titled album. Time is Mack's first song since his death in September 2018. Over Kali's hazy chorus and jazz
band rhythm, Mack raps about his struggling relationship, asking his partner not to leave him: We just need some time. He starts pessimistic, referring to a line from his 2018 album Swimming, Well, I'm not traveling, but I'm slipping, I'll fall, but promises that everything will work, in the end, everything will be fine, it's by design. Although this
is the first music released after Mack's death, we can probably expect the late rapper to give his voice more tracks in the future. -Claire Palo Benny Butcher Foot Pusha T, 18 Wheeler Pusha T after Clipse rap career was fascinating. By all the usual indicators of popular rap music, it shouldn't be as popular as it is because Pusha is a
rapper rapper. He raps everything pretty much exactly the same speed, and as some menacing but not particularly emotional Godzilla, he destroys everything in his path. In the wrong hands, his rap style - dead-eyed drug talk and steel-mouth threat combined with for not flaunting what he has - there will be a replay. In The Hands of
Pusha, it's the kind of stream that could ruin Drake's summer. Now, just over a year after Daytona's release, Pusha is linked to Benny Butcher, a gravelly voiced Buffalo rapper who sounds like the kind of dude to be called Benny Butcher. In other words, he's a mercenary, which means he and Pusha play well with each other. 18 Wheeler
should listen while standing in the general vicinity of the cemetery on a cold February day. Okay, well, it's almost summer, but that doesn't mean you can't throw on bubblegoose and go lurk around some crumbling tombstones with this in headphones right now. -Sam Hockley-Smith Finneas, Angel Finneas Angel is not your typical song of
the summer. The sullen ballad, written while touring with his sister Billy Eilish in November, isn't what you turn to on a blazing summer day on your way to the beach, but it's a song you play when you're in the back of a car, sleepy, slightly tanned, on your way home. In other words: You'll probably feel a little sad after listening to it, even if
the song is about falling in love with someone and feeling so excited about them that you wonder if they're even real. I bought a house to live in / But you're home I missin', he croons. Nothing good lasts forever / But nights with you are better. As a follow-up to his April release I Lost a Friend, O'Connell continues to strengthen his space not
only as a producer and writer, but also as a singer in his own right with an intensely personal sound. He may have just landed himself, at No.1 no less, on Billboard's first Hot 100 songwriters and Hot 100 Producers chart, but I'm personally waiting for the moment when he lands at the top of the Billboard 200 album chart. - Daise Bedolla
GoldLink (foot Tyler, The Creator and Jay Prince), U Say D.C. beloved rapper GoldLink is back with his latest release, Diaspora. Packed with plenty of features - from Pusha T, Tyler, Creator, Khalid, Bibi Bourelly, and more - the debut album (others were technically mixtapes) is a certified bop. It's hard to pick one big track on this album,
as each song blends seamlessly into the perfect dancehall playlist, but U Say is an outstanding single. THANKS Tyler, The Creator and Jay Prince, this song will boom loudly on every block this summer. It's like a big part of a song about that steamy summer romance as it is about falling in love with your dance partner at a club. GoldLink,
thanks for the perfect summer vibe. -Clare Palo The Appleseed Cast, Chaotic Waves More Multifaceted Than You Think, The Sound of Emo May have become the predominant style in indie rock over the past five years - in other words, the perfect time for the Appleseed Cast to return. Long-term Lawrence, Kansas, outfit have been on
him for two decades, mixing knots prog and epic post-rock sweeps with The first wave emo means a glorious effect. Chaotic Waves is the first single from Fleeting Light of Impermanence, the first album in six years. From the sound of it, they didn't miss the beat, with a gorgeous and cascading guitar line punctuated by Christopher Krisha's
expressive vocals. This is a great entry point to the dense Appleseed Cast catalog; if you haven't known each other before, now is your chance to catch up. -Larry Fitzmaurice Vagabon, Flood Hands Vagabon is one of the most progressive artists that you probably don't know about, but the power of the Flood Hands anthem is about to
change that, along with the rest of the material from her second album. I know even if I run away from it I'm still in it / I know I'll keep you so close she's chanting. I know even if I run away from it I'm still in it / I know in my heart. It's the most pop song we've ever heard from Vagabon, but it doesn't sound out its element at all. Letizia Tamko
is changing the musical landscape in the way we know it, remember her name and follow her example now. -Sydney Gore Your Smith, Wild Woman Los Angeles pop star Caroline Smith (now known as Your Smith) has another Caroline Smith in it. And she comes at night just as the singer is about to give up and go to a head. This other
man is loud and unpredictable. You can't take it anywhere, and yet... There's something about her that can't be tamed, and that frees her. Don't we all have a wild, wild woman inside us? If not, why not? We're damn good. Smith's latest single is a delightful, synth-pop injection of pure funk that eventually descends into a minimal, sexy
breakdown. If the song was really human, you'd be crazy if you gave up a night on the tile with it. -Eva Barlow Banks ft. Francis and the light, Look what you're doing to me I always forget that I'm a fan of Francis and the light until he puts something new. This new single from Banks could be my favorite collaboration she's ever done?
You've got my attention again, Gillian. I'm actually addicted to it, please send help! -Sydney Gore Freddie Gibbs and Madlib ft Anderson. Paak, Giannis If you've spent any time listening to new music on YouTube, you'll probably come across a visual tool that everyone loves to use right now: still an image with the slightest movement to
keep your attention. In the case of Giannis, the latest single from a fruitful collaboration between psychedelic, perma-stone producer Madlib and Freddie Gibbs, one of the best technical stylists we have right now, the visualizer feels particularly effective. Sometimes these things are a complete repetition: It will be like, some salt and pepper
static inside the letter or some other tiny movement that gestures to the fact that we are not looking at yet the image. Here we get Jeff Yank's animated loops of the alter ego of Madlib Kwasimoto smoking joint, holding a brick, and staring at Spinning. It's hypnotic, which has to be a point, a point, it perfectly illustrates the circular path that
Gibbs and Madlib work together. Madlib works with loops, but there is often other extraneous noise in its samples, usually due to the rough kick of the chop or the surrounding record crackling - this creates the illusion of change where perhaps not so much. Here, there's some of this, but mostly there's Gibbs, switching his flow rather than
so much a barrel through the beat as riding it, pitching his voice against the rise and fall sample. Like many of Freddie Gibbs's songs, with and without Madlib, he presents a non-stop flurry of images: something about Dora the Explorer, something else about Ace Hood (sidenote: Ace Hood is far more prolific than people realize. Paak ed
from a melodic rap that calms things down and closes the song. -Sam Hockley-Smith Jacob Collier, Moon River In a cramped recording studio in Soho, without Jacob Collier's shoes hits the play. A handful of critics, friends and staff form a crescent moon around the 24-year-old Briton. Some recline on velvet sofas, while others sit cross-
legged on the floor. Barely audible is the chirping of birds to float on the airy vocals that grow in furs, weakening the listener in Collier's world. Nine minutes and 5,000 vocal parts later, the curtain falls. While Collier isn't the first to try his hand at Andy Williams' 1960s original (Frank and Frank produced notable versions), Collier adds
something new to the mix. She turns a sedate lullaby into a live choir that sticks to you long after its last note. It is built in a cacophony of voices (144 in total) singing overlapping, elongated parts. Collier reached out to featured employees with a simple ask: record yourself singing the moon in a B-flat and send a video clip of its way. The
fact that he managed to get Chris Martin and Ty Dolla $ign on the same track is reason enough to push the play. -Corinne Osnos BTS and Charli XCX, Dream Glow Today in things I do not know my soul required: BTS and Charli XCX, leaders of the pop-free world, collaborated. And while it could have been completely rang in - as
gimmicky as the band's new mobile game, which the song was made to promote probably is (sorry, don't come for me!) - but BTS and Charlie do nothing without intent. They are, accordingly, incredibly prolific and at the same time rarely sacrifice quality in saturating the world market. Their first collaboration was produced by Stargate, the
legendary Norwegian duo responsible for some of the best hits of Britney, Rihanna, Beyonce and Katie; BTS and Charlie didn't fuck. This is arguably the most straight-forward built pop song BTS has ever made (note that it only has vocals from Jungkook, Gene, and Jimin - not rap - although it's credited to all BTS), a product of Charli-
Stargate Midas touch. (These larger-than-life synth swells the DNA of Scandinavian pop production, and this song.) BTS have zero need to bend to trends to make more accessible to the English-speaking world (which is why those Halsey and Nicki Minaj collabs have always felt kinda forced), so it is not appropriate to observe them doing
what tired the school of thought industry works for them, and not vice versa. This is the best Western BTS collaboration to date. -Dee Lockett Randall Park, I hit Keanu Reeves Last Friday night, while I was eating a chinese food that tastes absolutely nothing like Sasha Tran (Ali Wong) Korean cuisine in Always Be Mine, maybe I found
Song of Summer. Right, Randall Park dropped the hottest song this week. In a film that vulture will essentially be in everyday life, Park plays Marcus Kim, the lead singer of Hello Peril, okay? San Francisco is a local band that has exactly one hit. The track, which was recently released on the movie soundtrack, has three (!) Hi Dangers
songs, a hit Mariah Carey song that inspired the film title, a sexy D'Angelo track that makes a legitimate cameo in the film, and more. But obviously the highlight is Hello Peril's I Punched Keanu Reeves, which comes from a riveting scene where Park punches real-life Keanu Reeves in the face, at Reeves's request. The impact was better
than any scene you could see in speed that I can confirm is actually true. Something about being a Reeve being asked to be a hit is very delightful. -Clare Palo Jai Paul, It's harder than ever to wonder anything these days, but the sudden return of British musical polymath Toy Paul last weekend was one of the most truly shocking (in a
good way) musical moments of the year so far. Its legendary, leaked demo collection is now available on streaming, so if you haven't heard these-well, what are you waiting for? Paul also dropped a new two tracker, You Love Her Now b/in It; both are great, but it's the B-side that's sounding particularly good at the moment. There's DNA
from Paul's classic 2012 single Jasmine, but the mood is even darker and more intense, with a soft bass pulse reminiscent of the scene Love in the Real Train in Risky Business. Let's hope that Paul is back forever - the sound of these new songs, we need him in our lives. -Larry Fitzmaurice (Sandy) Alex G, Gretel I haven't thought of any
of Grimm's tales for more than a decade, but leave it (Sandy) Alex G to find a way to rework Hansel and Gretel's eerily charming story of their own. Gretel serves as an eye-opening tale about the toxic nature of greed and excessive indulgence. Alex eases our familiar sense of comfort with acoustic guitar, metal piano, and weak piter-
pattering drums before getting hot with synths and manipulating his vocals by moving the pitch. I don't want to go back / Nobody's going to push me out of the way / I see what they're doing/ Good people got something to lose, he's sing without breaking his pitch. song tastes like a scoop of your favorite Water ice from any local store that
has your loyalty, a luxury that only South Jersey and Philly natives know what I'm talking about. I admit that I don't like Rocket as much as the rest of the industry, but I'm salivating at the prospect of home sugar. -Sydney Gore J Som, Superbike Indie rocker Jay Som have unleashed a quiet revolt with her breakout 2017 LP Everybody
Works, and this first single from her upcoming third album Anak Co. suggests that her hot band of emotional, young-sounding indie rock is hard to break. Fans of swirling shoegaze guitars and gently deformed vocals won't be disappointed here, and the first two-thirds of Superbike sound perfectly ripped from some dreamy past life; Then,
a searing line of guitar rips through the cloudy final minutes, sticking to the landing perfectly in a way that we're glad to hear what the rest of the album sounds like. -Larry Fitzmaurice MUNA, Number One fan Can there be a very funny pop song that also belongs on the dance floor at the same time contains realistic messages about self-
esteem that is as achievable as it is catchy? Number One Fan is a song you didn't know you needed so bad until it arrived right in front of your face. It's just the right side of poptastic madness, loaded with bouncing synth lines and bass tones that are likely to recall hours spent idly playing 90s game consoles as they hits era, such as Len
Steal My Sun or New Radicals. Lyrically, it's a conversation between voices in your head and it chooses to bat away from your inner dickheads in favor of your own cheerleader. My God, he says, with a sudden surprise. I'm your number one fan?! I think you can choose: do you want to be a group capable of holding the mirror up to
society, or do you want to be a group capable of holding the mirror up to yourself? MUNA does both. With their second album confirmed later this summer, 2019 is about to be theirs. -Eva Barlow Bon Iver, Hey, Ma What is Bon Iver up? Justin Vernon premiered new material at a concert last weekend, and before you knew it, it was
opening a new site with some of these new songs for your home listening pleasure. One of these new acronyms, U (Man Like), is a collab-loaded cut featuring Bon Iver Cinematic Universe members like Bruce Hornsby and Moses Sumney - but it's Hey Ma who stands out the most of the two new cuts we've heard from the project so far.
Unfortunately, it's not a cover of Cam'ron, but Hey, Ma should resonate well with anyone who felt fascinated by Bona Iver's latest album, 22, A Million in 2016, with similar electro-pop fastenings and Vernon's incredibly holistic vocals taking center stage once again. If you remember, 22, a million was actually the return of Bon Iver after a
six-year hiatus; it seems like we could get a follow-up much than this time span, which is good. -Larry Fitzmaurice Whitney, Denial I Feel Like I've Been Waiting for Eternity Eternity arrival of whitney's sophomore album, but all that patience has paid off now that Giving Up is here. In 2016, at Light Upon The Lake, the Chicago-band
launched a wave of soul country, and now that the yee-haw agenda is in full swing, the timing of their return can't be better planned. Three years later, and the boys are back to the start of the summer with a batch of fresh tunes that make you feel alive. Although I never want them to leave for so long again, I have full respect for their
process. -Sydney Gore Roisin Murphy, Incapable For at least fifteen years, the eclectic and multifaceted electronic pop that Roisin Murphy sounds was one of the worst kept secrets in indie circles. Her solo albums are as fascinating and rich as her work with egghead house producer Matthew Herbert, and she notched stars to include
glitchy Lighting, from one of last year's best albums, dance god DJ Koze's earthly and blissful Knock Knock. Her latest solo single is eight and a half minutes of sneaky, brilliant house music-type tricky bliss that Vladislav Delay once achieved on his classic recording of Luomo Vocalcity, only these grooves come from the frequent Murphy
collaborator Crooked Man. Listen to it in the dark - or anywhere else, really. -Larry Fitzmaurice Katy Perry, Never More Justice to Witness! I do that proclamation in all seriousness - although Perry's latest album is seemingly devoid of the type of hits she built her career, it's probably age, as well as a mildly experimental, electro-oriented
pop album that differs from her time-tested brand of inspo-pop. However, she obviously had to change it a bit for her new era, and her latest single Never Really Over comes as a capable and surprisingly effective split between her previously established talent for soaring hymns and the tidbit of dance sound that has been smeared through
Witness, with a synth-led chorus that Robin will more than appreciate. Check out the video, too, which betrays a serious and (hopefully) self-aware iconic vibe suitable for those who steel themselves for Midsommar. -Larry Fitzmaurice Sufian Stevens, Love Yourself and With My Whole Heart Is There Anything to Say But My Heart Is Full?
Sufjan Stevens continues to be a gift that continues to give, and Love Yourself and With My WholeHeart is exactly what the world needs to post-call Me by name. This is quite possibly the best way to start Pride. While we (the world) probably don't deserve it, we should be eternally grateful anyway. -Sydney Gore Miley Cyrus, D.R.E.A.M.
Miley doesn't dream of her new EP, but she's doing a collaboration with Ghostface Killah. On She Goes, Miley sings about her love affair with drugz in D.R.E.A.M. In a trance-like discovery, she sings about outer space and UFOs, and on a plane - just a normal 20-something thing. The track is a homage to the Wu-Tang Clan C.R.E.A.M,
and, with Miley's trademark subtleties, his in the chorus: Drugs rule all around me. Then comes Ghostface rap at the end of the song, adding a little more confidence to her hesitant hip-hop career. Sounds like a lot? Well, the chorus is contagious, so take care. -Claire Palo Sleater-Kinney, Hurry On Home It was too much when Sleater-
Kinney posted a photo of three of them with St. Vincent earlier in the year, but it was also welcome. They haven't been releasing a record for four years. St. Vincent has since continued to become one of the most versatile and vital gifts in alternative rock. For Annie Clark to be announced as a producer on the groundbreaking revolt grrrls'
new material was just beyond logical - so clearly you wonder why you don't think about it. It has also created palpable excitement for what such cooperation might sound like. Well, it sounds like a corner guitar battlefield in which no one crosses the desires of women, inciting this party. You know, I'm unfuckuable, unloved, unlistenable,



unwatchable, just rush home to me... Sings Carrie Brownstein, throwing acid at herself before also punishing her lover for checking her own nagging doubts in herself. What an invitation. -Eva Barlow Voidz, Eternal Tao Ready for Hot Take? Here's the thing: At this point, I'd have a thousand more albums from Strokes frontman Julian
Casablancas's freakazoid-rock project Voidz instead of one new Strokes song. Call me Crazy, but over the past five years Voidz has gone from brown sound annoyance to one of the most interesting rock bands going on right now. Eternal Tao is their latest single, presumably from the upcoming follow-up to their fascinating sophomore
effort Virtue; it was co-produced by indie provocateurs Mac DeMarco and Kirin J. Callinan, it sounds a bit like house music, and has a liberal amount of Auto-Tune. Yes, it sounds about the right. - Larry Fitzmaurice Swim Deep, To Feel Good Swim Deep are once NME-champion bands from the early 2010s London indie scene; they came
from Birmingham with huge ambitions and even bigger hearts, were signed up for a major label, and became the alternative equivalent of a boy band. The music was always good, but somehow, as the music got better, the band found themselves in more dangerous situations. Some lineup shifts and lives struggle later, frontman Austin
Williams, bassist Cavan McCarthy, and keys man James Balmont will now return with new players. To Feel Good uses the evangelical chorus of Everybody's Free (To Feel Good) as the backdrop for Williams's story of everyday life, where reality bites and glimmers of hope remain in the most uninsgnared places. When Williams talks
about a man at the employment center who will humour Williams' own dreams of engaging in music in exchange for more time on the dole, there's nothing sweeter than the gratitude he extends to the kind words of a stranger: Don't me when you're famous. -Eve Barlow Funeral, Claustro Funeral Back! New music music William Bevan -
one of the most influential dance producers of the past 20 years, full stop - is always a cause for celebration, and executives are certainly salivating this week at the announcement of a new two-tracker out next month from his longtime home label Hyperdub. Claustro is one half of this release, and it's both very burial-y and a bit of a
change: His dusty, rotten approach to the UK garage is still present and accounted for, but there's a sense of tonal playfulness that isn't always to be found in his work - more evidence that his genius remains uncompromisingly surprising as ever. -Larry Fitzmaurice King Princess, Cheap queen I wasn't sure if the Princess King would be
able to top Pussy Is God, but her latest single is a bop that won't stop. The cheap queen straight up put me in my place as Michaela Strauss dragged me over every time I ever pretended to be low maintenance. On the day you admit that you are the queen of honestly life-changing, I hope more women get that experience through this
meditative song. Cue The King Princess fall-your-debut-album challenge. -Sydney Mountains 5 seconds of summer, Easier I don't keep half as love in my heart to Charlie Put, as, a. That's why, if you're playing 1D successors to 5 Seconds of Summer's new single, Easier, and finding yourself irrationally obsessed, I encourage you to take
the gander on the credits. Puth co-wrote and co-produced the thing! To be fair, providing with credit to everyone involved is generous; This kid got Puth's DNA all over it, from aggressively medium-tempo synth structure to moody lovelorn songs to exceptionally falsetto vocal performance (respect for Luke for pulling that off). It's a reset
5SOS deserve, and if it's all credit to Puth then gosh, Hunter, you win! -Dee Lockett Steve Lacey, Playground Compton-based producer, songwriter, and multi-instrumentalist known for his work as a member of the Internet unleashed his debut album Apollo XXI today, and the hype was not unreasonable. Full LP is a psychedelic ride of
RBC: Very wow, very melodic, and so cool I wonder if I qualify enough to listen to it. Some moments of the vibe are much more complicated than others. One such track is a solid standout Playground. Lacey told zane Lowe that he was directing Prince and the Dirty Projectors in this. On paper, it sounds untenable, but it's actually spot-on.
Is it surprising that Prince didn't write a song that cheerfully compares sex to being on the playground? It's hard to resist the jam built around Paisley Park by the hero's guitar-funk style and features Lacey in high strung falsetto mode - a bold move, and one he doesn't show any trying to take it off. It's brutally hot. -Eve Barlow Clairo, Bags If
You're a Child, You've Probably Heard About Clairo - She's a 20-Year-Old Internet Pop Micro-Fen Micro-Fen Broke Variety-Big in 2017 with Flaming Hot Cheetos and has since opened for Dua Lipa and has worked with similarly post-juvenile, genre-mixing Cuco. And if you are an adult who follows the overall trajectory of popular music?
You'll probably eventually need to form an opinion on Clairo this year, and The Bags - who may or may not end up on her proper full-length debut, which is due to be dropping later in 2019 - is a good place to start trying to figure out what's wrong with her. The song was co-produced by Rostam and cloak with dark guitars and close-mic'd
vocals that would resemble any aging millennials that he wanted to listen to Bright Eyes with wide eyes, or any of the early to mid-2000s Saddle Creek catalog in general. In other words, another curveball from Clairo, and definitely not the last one, either. -Larry Fitzmaurice Yumi zuma, Bruise Apparently, this song was originally written for
Nelly Furtado, and now I can not un-hear? This single smashes so hard I want it to come on every time I go out on the roof. -Sydney Gore Jordan Rakei, Rolling Into One No, you didn't click on the ASMR video by accident, although the first few seconds sound suspiciously so. On Rolling Into One, Jordan Rakey embraces the
unpredictable. In a press release, the (recently) 27-year-old explores technological growth and how it affects our sense of humanity on his upcoming album of Origin, which sounds suspiciously like the title of an optional course I took in college. (I was a philosophy major.) As a result of madness / I held it until it came straight, yes / I look on
the bright side / While they are sing and they are chaos, yes; Silk vocals settle a restless, funk-driven beat while Rakei champions green and carry his approach. Oh right around the 3:40 sign hits like a trap. Dystopian, but make it a disco. -Corinne Osnos Mia Folik, Mia Folik's Malibu Barbie album Premonitions was grossly underestimated
last year, but all that matters is that it exists for our listening pleasure. Malibu Barbie is an unexpected release that I haven't seen coming, and I'm thrilled to say that it's an absolute gem of a track that sees her leaning further towards the pop spectrum. Malibu Barbie about my exploration of what being a woman means to me is something
that's current to ideal, she said in a press release. It's the realization that I can go to the extreme in pursuit of physical perfection, look around, and realize that I haven't changed. I'm still that time and looking for something more. Who I am is not the place I can come to. Amen, sister! -Sydney Gore Lana Del Rey, Doina Time Doesn't Pass
and a day that I don't listen to at least one sublime song, Lana Del Rey released in a statement accompanying this cover of the late Long Beach alt-rock icons' cut from their 1996 eponymous and occasional swan song. They personified the SoCal vibe and made the genre and sound their own. Indeed, the sublime were ahead of their time,
and even if Lana had not chosen The cover of this song with producer Andrew Wyatt (who previously worked his magic on Lady Gaga and Bradley Cooper's soundtrack to Star Is Born), her affinity with the band as a genre-blurring artist known to stoke the controversy was already evident. So it's no surprise that it sounds completely at
home on this cover, and its inclusion in the upcoming sublime documentary now means that there is at least one positive aspect associated with the mediocre, industry-powered document itself. Given the solemn singer-songwriter vibes of material that we've heard so far from her upcoming Norman Fucking Rockwell, it doesn't seem like
the warm and hazy approach demonstrated here shows that from this album - but if there's one thing Lana has, it's unpredictable, so who really knows. -Larry Fitzmaurice Megan You stallion, Cash Shit I woke up this morning and checked the temperature, and the official degrees are warm enough to ho. It's a hot season! At Fever, Megan
You stallion bounces between quirky and greedy, rapping about doing hood rat shit with her friends, going to Pappadeaux (real know) and ignoring every man until they start talking about sex with her. It's easy Stan: There's a lot of music to twerk, hymns for your pregame playlist, a soundtrack to inspire you to leave someone reading. My
personal favorite is Cash Shit, which shows DaBaby, but to be honest, his contribution isn't even what's needed, Meg doesn't need a cheating man. He says he's hungry, this kitchen! You stallion always delivers, and fever some real hot girls! -Hunter Harris Tyler, Creator, Boy Pistol Some early impressions of Tyler, the creator's latest
album: Hard to Identify! This may sound like a critical way of making it easy - and especially ironic since the record barely clocks 40 minutes in length - but even putting aside that thing was only available for listening for half a day, there is enough going on in the follow-up to 2016's sunny, sad Flower Boy that it will take a few listens to stick
in. If this previous entry explored a DNA-strand-like interweaving of regret and nostalgia, Tyler's newest statement seems to sink deep into grief and unrequited love, complete with Call Me by your name reference. Many of his sonic influences are present here - the cosmic jazz fusion of Neptune Bounce, Kanye West's chip-soul sample of
the past, the spiralling piano space catalog of Stevie Wonder - and the early standout Boy Pistol represents a solid clash of these sounds, along with the slippery influence of Frank Ocean's moody blonde classic that looms over THE IGOR as a whole. Lot unpack here, so lift the chair. -Larry Fitzmaurice Maluma ft Ozuna, Dispuesto
Maluma, The singer, who recently collaborated with Madonna on Medellin, follows last year's F.A.M.E. from 11:11. Teh Teh has been teasing his fourth studio album in a few months, and it certainly packs a hit with a number of features that include Nicky Jam, Ricky Martin, Ty Dolla $ign, and, yes, Madonna. But Maluma and Ozuna
Dispuesto stands above the rest. The song combines the infectious energy that has catapulted both Ozuna and Maluma on the world stage over the past year. Together they show that reggaeton is worthy of the major leagues. The duo has 13 videos with more than one billion views on YouTube, and it's a safe bet that Dispuesto will get a
music video treatment and follow their lead. Madonna told Malum to slow down, Papi on Medellin, but if 11:11 any indication that will not occur soon. -Daise Bedolla Bren Joy, Henny in the Hamptons Indie Gospel OF RBC artist Bren Joy, who seemed to emerge from nowhere, certainly driven by his thousands of Spotify streams, released
his debut album, Twenties. Joy was born in Nashville, but his tracks Henney in the Hamptons and Upper East Side focused on prosperity in New York. The new project will be at the top of your feel-good New York summer playlist: Henney's the Hamptons is a song you play so often on repeat, you begin to embody Joy's strong, sweet
positive energy. If one song has radically changed my mood, it's one. The aspirational, high summer atmosphere transports you, helping you forget that you live in a three-bedroom room in Bed-Stuy - you're now on a private beach, dressed in Gucci, drinking Aperol Spritz. -Clare Palo Men I Trust, Norton Commander (All We Need) In my
opinion, this song is a manic pixie dream girl version of Summer Nights from Grease. Where I pulled that comparison goes beyond my own comprehension, but I said what I said! No one knows when men I Trust's Oncle Jazz album is coming out, but this time I don't feel the need to rush into recording a release. Summer is just around the
corner, and this album will be worth the wait whenever the Canadian trio is ready to share it with us. Let us be present and enjoy this moment of musical bliss. -Sydney Gore Tones and I, Dance Monkey The opportunity to connect with a live audience is something that distinguishes great from good performers. Tone and I Cinderella story
begins in a small town in Australia where busking culture is particularly noticeable. The internet gives street performers the potential to turn once ephemeral fame into a global fandom, as is the case with other Australian Tash Sultana or Pinc Louds of New York. Pulled off her retail gig after staying playing on the streets of Byron Bay made
her night sensation, Tones and I staged her second single earlier this week. Dance Monkey is an infectious pop number that highlights The Tones' sharp vocals. His chorus lends itself to mass appeal just as her breakout hit Johnny Run Away. However, in a vel'zquian twist, the lyrics of the song reveal its creator's own discomfort with her
Glory. -Corinne Osnos Kaina, The Phantom of Kaina owns the kind of voice voice displaces everything she sings from her inner circle. A song like Ghost sucks you out of normal time continuity and spits you out in a more expansive and welcoming time. This is the second track from the Chicago artist's upcoming debut album Next to the
Sun, and it takes on a more langiful pace than the first single Green. But even though guitars are as lazy and calm as Frank Ocean were at Ivy, Ghost hides anxiety in its waters. There's something stirring there beneath the surface in the way the instruments buzz, like cicadas in late summer, in Kain's careful poise as she loops through
arresting vocal melodies. No one feels like me, she sings, and didn't we all feel that way? Didn't everyone want to scream at a picturesque sunset, angry that it didn't reflect what's inside of us? - Sasha Geffen Whenever, Irish punk The Others is alive and well in the trio Limerick Whenyoung, which will soon release his debut album
Reasons to Dream. When you come from a small town in the Republic of Ireland, you need a lot of them if you're going to try to do it as an indie band in the streaming era. The Others is a song written in response to the fall of Grenfell Tower in London. It is a cry for all innocent lives that have been lost unnecessarily and a reminder that
these are not just past events - history repeats itself, and so on. Not exactly a jolly mood, but an indie bop for cranberry lovers and, naturally, Pogues. Come on and off the news, crying, screaming, screaming... sings Aoife Power. Forget about it, drink it! - Eva Barlow Carly Ray Jepsen, Too much I admit to doing a double take when I
heard St. Jepsen's last single for several reasons: First, the first seconds Too much sounds a lot like Rachel Platten's Fight Song, the supernatural similarities are strong enough to give anyone who remembers the 2016 DNC immediate feeling. It's also really good! I'm surprised by this because I wasn't taken by the material from her
upcoming album - or the much-loved E'MO'TION, for that matter - but the discreet Body Talk vibes (or, in other words, Heartbeat-esque construction) too much is just the right balance of fizz and pomp necessarily to soundtrack many late-night ragers this summer. -Larry Fitzmaurice Ed Sheeran and Justin Bieber, I don't care if you don't
count the backing vocals Ed laid out for Love Yourself or the fact that they both had a cameo in Lil Dicky's Land (which is less said, the better), I still am the first official Bieber/Sheeran (Biran?) duet. It's a clever pairing of Justin's ear for pop sounds that work globally and Ed's knack for soaring tunes as tougher than Shape of You and
sadder than Friends. Both singers are at their best when they play Vulnerable - Sheeran's hits that will endure are ballads, and Bieber's most relatable songs where he seems to be dice tired and desperate for communication - and I still give the duo a car pout about bad parties and good girlfriends. -Craig Jenkins Ari Lennox, Up Late Ari
Lennox silky voice is back and jazzier than ever. D.C native croonin' again on an even more sensual, neo-soul song in a new single from her recently released debut album, Shea Butter Baby. She's late, again, crushin' and real. Can't relate at all. The track features traphousejazz artist Masego climaxing on the saxophone as Ari asks his
lover to get to his apartment faster (fifth floor, give a duplicate fob). It's a love mirage, as she's looking forward to devouring this body like corn on a pob. She even kindly offers a fake news watch if it will get her satisfied faster. Ari knows what he wants, and just wants you to stay longer. -Clare Palo Jhene Aiko, Triggered (freestyle) Are the
lyrics from this new loosie from Stoner-RCB auteur Jhene Aiko aimed at her ex Big Sean? She says no, but it doesn't matter: It's supposedly an off-the-dome take impressive, even if taken in devoid of context, with amazingly airy fingers and sunken-sounding pianos supporting her gleefully mundane and emotionally raw vocal take. Aiko is
a master of the music vibe, to the point where she often came close to completely disappearing among her swirling, gorgeously purple music - so Triggered (Freestyle) is a breath of fresh air, something in which her personality is front-and-center and impossible to dial up to simple background music. -Larry Fitzmaurice BAUM, Fuckboy If
you have a RAYA dating account app, you'll know that even the very top social echelons are drowning in what we call fuckboys. Fuckboys are dudes who don't call you back who shoo you out of their bed once they did, who send you a Venmo request after the date because they felt uncomfortable about splitting the bill there and then.
Fuckboys are everywhere. But they're not just men. We girls can be bastards, too. In fact, many of us wear the badge with pride. It takes one to know one, sung by 21-year-old BAUM, with cock-eye guarantees, on this synth-pop piano-led ballad - her first release of the year. The La-based New Yorker uses her platform for big things: body
positivity, weird visibility, humor! But being public good people doesn't mean we're always going to play well. -Eve Barlow TOKiMONSTA, Dream Chorus TOKiMONSTA (aka Jennifer Lee) Lune Rouge's previous album is a reaction to a world that can feel more violent than colorful. Lee's first album, produced after recovering from an
incredibly rare Moyamoya brain disease, Lune Rouge is a compilation of melancholic vocals shot by frantic beats. It's clad depression. Within months of the operation, Lee had experienced a temporary breakdown of her Career. I was trying to make music and it was just garbage. The part of my brain that knew how to put sounds together
was broken, Lee in an interview with Pitchfork in September 2017. Dream Chorus is part of a 16-track joint album with Lee Young Art. Released earlier this week, Volume II features up-and-coming artists (Robotaki, two fresh) and two toKiMONSTA's own creations. Dream Chorus is clearly colder than any of the tracks from Lune Rouge;
It's a return to the melodic vibeyness of the midnight menu. Lo-fi, high impact. -Corinne Osnos Gemma, while we lose the feeling none of Felicia Douglas's projects seem to sit still. She's that multi-hyphen powerhouse group Ava Luna, she's been working recently with Dirty Projectors, and now she's back with Gemma, a synth-pop
collaboration with Eric Gundel that, faithfully form, trembles all over the map. Gemma's third single from the upcoming Feeling's Not A Tempo LP is Til We Lose The Feeling, an upbeat number, matching Douglas's summer vocals with lightning-fast percussion and instrumental stud turns. It is a pleasure for the ears, full of restless energy
that dissipates stress in the wind. -Sasha Geffen Crumb, Ghostride Once again, Crumb pours us another psycho-jazz bomb that melts your mind into a puddle of porridge. Does anyone else crave a gentle embrace of summer sadness paired with the warmth of the sun, or is it just me? Come on, don't let it go/ Don't let my love disappear,
Lyla Ramani sings. People come and people go, but I stay. Despite these comforting words, I couldn't help but get rid of the fact that letting go is part of life. So many of our relationships have an expiration date, and growing up is a natural part of the process; Sometimes it's not worth the energy to put up with the struggle. Anyway, Crumb
is self-releasing his album Jinx on June 14th, and I can't wait to get dizzy dancing to it in the New York heat. -Sydney Gore Banks, Gimme You Can Call Me That Bitch: Los Angeles artist Banks serves up a series of provocations in Gimme, her first release since 2017. While her previous albums centered on emotional relationship losses
went awry, Gimme asserts newfound confidence. This song is about unapologetically accepting what you want. Her 2014 breakthrough album Goddess is full of gut-wrenching lines covered in syrupy vocals. (Cut me to pieces while you watched me break up, because you would like to tell me how much you hate all the way I'm not enough
for you, she sings in Change, a probe of toxic love.) But we've seen this tough side of banks before, in tracks like Fuck With Myself, the lead single from its 2016 release Altar. If Gimme is a litmus test for his third studio album, fans can anticipate the sultry beats that hit harder. Perhaps the reaction to a treatment like a dog that needs
water (Gemini Feed) one too many times, the larynx bark just after the three-minute mark is one of several signals that the banks bite back. -Corinne Osnos Schoolboy, Water It's Strange that so many what makes a pop song these days relies on its its its but there is something to be said when it happens organically. (Too often, there has
been interference by some executives in what you see go viral. I find it incredible that what Schoolboy probably realized would be overlooked by the album's deep cut, Water (although perhaps not, he has the latest chart prop Lil Baby, after all), will now have a high chance of being propelled to a hit thanks to one very swaggy little girl. If
your eyes haven't been blessed with this clip, please, here's 4-year-old zahara Noel, turning all the way up to this song. First, she starts singing a cappella producer Cardo's song smashed up I got that water hook; stops to delightfully ask the camera in her little voice, dick?; Then starts to beat some of the smoothest moves you'll ever see,
with the grace of li'l baby G. Look at her mean muggin' next to her little Fisher-Price whip! I didn't care about this song before I watched this kid do his thing with him. (It was originally going to be an advertisement for another song, Floating.) Now that's all I can listen to, and a fucking 4-year-old put on me. 2019 is crazy! -Dee Lockett Rhye,
Need If whispercore is really a thing now, then Mike Milos should be credited as the front line of it. The whole Rhye discography is enough to prove my whole thing, but their latest single once again confirms it. This is a sexier version of Ariana Grande Needy, except for reporting more about the longing for the person that you love to need
you so you feel a greater sense of purpose, as opposed to craving their overall attention through confirmation of every little thing you do. Bop goes my heart! -Sydney Gore bleached, Hard to Kill What exactly bleached cooking with their new album? After dancing raucous acoustic Shitty Ballet on the first single from their upcoming third
album Don't You Think You've Had Enough?, the Clavin sisters continue to move away from the punk sound they previously made their name with with this disco-stepping new single. An easy comparison point to reach here will be the peak of the Blondie era; If you want to get the brake with it, the bold and bell-dotted Hard Kill also recalls
the late UK indie heroes Long Blondes own indie disco fantasies. And for the modern crowd - if you're into this, D.C. Punk Priests' latest, Seduction Kansas, explores similar territory as well. -Larry Fitzmaurice Kindness foot Seinabo Sei, Lost Without Honestly, anything that gets Robin's co-sign of approval is going to turn his head, but her
frequent collaborator and tour buddy Kindness has been on my radar anyway since their debut record in 2012, especially the single House. Lost Without is their second single this year after Robin's previous collaboration, Cry Everything. It starts with similar playful sound effects like Robin Beach 2K20 before Swedish Seinabo Sei comes
with a sweet attitudinal verse reminds us to steal life the most moments when they are within our reach. If I never feel like I'm talking, and if I never talk like I feel, need to find a better way, Sei sings on the pre-chorus before the beat comes back in, along with tropical funky bass lines. It's one thing to know what you want, and quite another
to go out and grab it. -Eve Barlow Mal Blum, I don't want there are more millennial moods than a flat-out blanket waiver? The new single Mal Blum runs down the entire list of sticky situations, from watching the ex move on with his life to doing yoga and feeling weird about it, and responding to each one with a solid, indifferent no. I don't
want to be in the long tradition of punk complaining like a strange survival strategy. Like the Buzzcocks's late frontman Pete Shelley, Blum has a solid grip with a cleansing whine, and knows how to bend denial into celebration with the power of an electric hook. -Sasha Geffen Role Model, Minimum I would like to introduce you to emo
crybaby music for the next generation! If you haven't followed the role model, just like Tucker Pillsbury, for the last year and a half, you're in luck because he's in the process of rolling out a bunch of singles to create anticipation for his next big project. Minimal really tugs at heart as he makes his own mottos like Smoke Cigarettes, Break
Hearts, Get High, While Plucking Strings twangy Guitars - It's a Moody AF. (I promise he doesn't look like the sad boys we left behind in 2017; here's more depth when he gently exposes the pain and suffering.) I too would rather keep things minimal in my adult life - why make things complicated for no reason? Also, who even likes to go
to the club after 22 years? I'm with Tucker, fuck VIP! -Sydney Gore ML Buch, I feel like giving you things Mmm, Whatcha to say ... Even without the memes that have reverberated through cyberspace since its fatal synchronization on O.C., Imogen Heap's Hide and Seek endured because of sheer ingenuity - a cappella of self-agreeing,
spiralling into some magnificent oblivion and with a little more accompanying it. And that's exactly the name of the game that Danish singer-songwriter ML Buch plays on this first taste from his upcoming debut, Skinned. I've heard whispers that this track - an eerie and beautiful piece of vocal acrobatics that sounds like dark-colored cotton
candy - doesn't necessarily indicate the rest of Buch's album. Color intrigues me. -Larry Fitzmaurice Lizzo, Soulmate Well, I've never done a single song in my life, so who am I to say Liszo Soulmate is one of the best songs of the year? I don't know, man, sometimes facts are facts. Liszo gets a lot of praise and, all of a sudden, now more
and more flak for her very specific branding of self-love. But she does it just because a) she does it so well that she oughta patent phrase, and (b) because sometimes it's than Instagram feed. For Lizzo, loving yourself is what keeps her alive and fulfilled. Loving Yourself got her so far, and if he carried her to that level of glory, why wouldn't
she preach this gospel to raise anyone else who should hear it? This is the best lyric I've heard all year, and I'll repeat this to myself in the mirror every day: True love isn't something you can buy yourself/True love finally happens when you're yourself / So if you're yourself, then go and buy yourself another round of bottles on a higher
shelf. Soulmate is not a song about her not wanting anyone else; it's about not needing anyone but yourself. -Dee Lockett FKA Twigs, Cellophane Many months ago I accidentally scrolled on a tweet that said something like FKA Twigs music basically whispers about sucking dick over some trap beats and all I could do was laugh.
Obviously, those of us who have been following her since 2012 are fully aware that her music digs much deeper than that, but I can't deny that there has always been this strong sexual female energy that is completely body tracks. I didn't know what to expect from Cellophane, but the stripped-down breakup ballad wasn't what I meant for
the great comeback, and I really, madly, deeply BLOWN AWAY. Vulnerability has never sounded so powerful, I'm shocked to the core. A line that gently destroys me from inside my intestines: I try, but I get overwhelmed / When you're gone, I have no one to say. It completely broke me, I print it from my grave! It's really worth the wait. -
Sydney Mountains Beyonce, Sorry - Original Demo So rarely do artists allow us to see their raw emotions in real time when the wounds are still fresh, exposed, and hemorrhaging. Beyonce was a mentally beaten woman on Lemonade, and it took her courage to acknowledge the feelings of defeat she had suffered in such a public way; it
also took time and a lot of clarity, being removed from the pain and reached a resolution. This makes the vitriol and malice on the version of Sorry We Know for three years now seem to perform - although still very rooted in genuine disgust - compared to its original demo, which it is being teamed with the wider streaming release
Lemonade. Beyonce we hear on OG Sorry there were no emotional means to spit fast one-liners for IG subtitles (you won't find sucking my balls, pausing or boy goodbye). Her snarling hell isn't just a meager hell not here. There's no shine on the production yet either, just a synth filler. Bey sounds held, but also more in touch with her
humanity in this stream of conscious, spoken word approach (tryna keep my family right just kills). It shows open nerve endings; Showing how she handles and creates exciting art from spectacular injuries; as well as showing, once again, that it works damn hard to perfect your craft. None of the versions is superior to the other. They're
just representing Beyonce. stages of grief. -Dee Lockett Marika Hackman, I'm not where you are After a career of the best I'm not your man man Hackman returns with sonic bravado that may feed the trust she built last time. This first look at her next album is anything like anything she's ever lent her voice and song chops. It's more like a
slashed new order of disco banger than it does any of its previous influences or musical bedfellows. It has licks so iconic, you'll think you've heard them before. Through an irresistible mid-song breakdown, Hackman stacks himself in multi-layered vocals on the final chorus, and some deeply satisfying guitar grinding. Her state of confusion
and bewilderment in the texts creates the feeling of giving zero fucks about taking risks for the future. I'm not where you are, she sings, there's nothing left to lose. -Eva Barlow Lucy Dakus, My Mother and I Our parents pass on their genes to us, and in turn, their features. The latest release of singer-songwriter Lucy Dacus My Mother and I
is a poetic study of parenthood. My mother hates her body/ we share the same plan / She swears that she loves mine, Dacus sings at the beginning of the song: a nod to the complicated relationship between self-esteem and maternal love. With her lullaby vocals and introspective reflections, Dacus tells her own story while transporting the
listener to their own memories. She delivers her lyrics slowly, purposefully, in simple guitar harmonies. As in Night Shift and Me and My Dog, the narrative is at the center of Dacus's work. In My Mom and I, her solemn poetry really comes through. -Corinne Osnos Mannequin Pussy, Drunk II Of all the wonderful hip-hop and indie rock acts
have come out of Philadelphia in the last few years, Mannequin Pussy (which falls under the indie rock category) is one of the most tragically underrated. Their first two albums, 2014's Gypsy Pervert and 2016's Romantic, cemented their position as your new favorite band's new favourite - a searing, sneering, clever, shoegaze punk that
shocked the listener with panicked enthusiasm through songs that rarely ran longer than two minutes. But Drunk II, the first single from their upcoming third LP Patience is undoubtedly their best work. The five-minute rock ballad tells the truth to hedonistic self-destruction in endlessly quoting songs not flashy as: I still love you, you're a
dumb fuck, and the line is so biting about a pathetic ex, vocalist Marisa Dabis in a statement to rival Taylor Swift's poisonous delivery in Medium. Musically, Mannequin Pussy never sounded fresh: a punk-go-pop victory if ever there was one. -Maria Sherman Kevin Abstract, Peach While I wouldn't necessarily label myself a hardcore
Brockhampton fan, I have so much respect for their come up, particularly Kevin Abstract's journey. I remember him performing live at the Pigeons and Planes event back in 2013, and the collective confusion that followed when he came out with a bag on his head and sat on in silence for at least ten minutes. We all thought who who Does
this guy think he is? Now, he's a household name for young people around the world as he deconstructs American identity in the traditional sense. Peach is a direct juicy jam, sweet on the ears. It took me a few days to pin, but the back-and-forth flow between Dominic Fique, Jobe, and Bearface reminds me of Frank Ocean's 2017 one-off
bike with the participation of J.C. and Tyler, the Creator. I thought that Peach would have reached its peak by now with Call Me By Your Name running its course and all, but it still seems to be in its prime. -Sydney Gore Delilah Montague, The Temptation of a Brand New Signing of Colombia in the UK, is a 21-year-old Londoner pianist and
guitarist who wrote songs as far as she remembers. Temptation is the track that changed her life; After she played it at an early concert in London, she immediately approached a flurry of industry folk. Montague, however, was not compromised in his vision and voice. Temptation will cut to the core of anyone who has experienced
unrequited love, its poetry direct and crushing. I think of you every day, she sings. But anything I ever get, maybe... Montague's path around the piano will remind you of the ballads Coldplay and Keane, but her vocals reach from a much more soulful place. Gentle and self-confident. -Eve Barlow Grace Ives, Lucky I discovered this song on
Spotify's POLLEN playlist and now I can't stop playing. Grace Ives' sophomore album dropped earlier this week, and while there are plenty of notable tracks on 2nd (All, Mirror), Ives hits her stride in the middle with Lucky, a song that evokes the gentle euphoria that accompanies settling into a new relationship. Ives crafts pop-to-pop music
with indie flashes from his bedroom in queens. A native of Brooklyn, Ives symbolizes a new kind of triple threat: a female artist who writes, sings and produces her own tracks. (Music production is historically a male industry.) There is an addictive eclecticism to its sound. Unsurprisingly, she cites a range of influences, from M.I.A to Britney
Spears (guessing she's a early 90s child too). When she sings yes, she lengthens her vocals, plays around with a loop, and includes some funky synth chords. Hit play and coast. -Corinne Osnos Beyonce, Before I Let Go Very Little Shocks Me About Beyonce These Days. (If by now you're not conditioned to expect greatness beyond
understanding from what she does when she decides to do so, you're not paying attention.) But one thing still confuses me: How can someone with such universal appeal - to be a person to be a Beyonce fan - remain so loyal to their base to satisfy them, even now, without caring about how this can exclude the masses? On Homecoming,
a live-album version of her Coachella set that matches the Netflix film, she embraces a song whose cultural significance is certainly above the heads of those who were not Unfortunately, too many people make the Electric Slide just one song, but black people have been knowin' better. We've long lines danced on Cameo's Candy and
Frankie Beverly and The Maze Before I Let Go - if you don't know, let Beyonce merge the two in her revamped cover of the classics to train you. Just as Beychella had a history lesson on the black collegiate experience, her Before I Let Go - complete with Tay Kate's production and rap breakdown - is designed to take black people back,
as well as holding the culture into the future, inviting the rest of the world to cookout. Just please don't screw up with the potato salad. -Dee Lockett Madonna ft Maluma, Medellin You wonder what motivates Madonna after a fight recently less than desirable met LPs. Not since 2005 Confessions on the dance floor has had a new era from
the queen of pop have been received with such trepidation and praise. Medellin is her best lead single since the ABBA-reference of that Hung Up era. Similarly, he takes advantage of the growing sound as well as the use of pre-classical creativity of her. In the 2000s, she was riding an electric collision. Now, she's chasing that Latin talent,
eyeing successes such as Rosalia, J Balvin, and probably a huge hit Despacito. Medellin is La Isla Bonita for 2019, not just a reminder that she was a pioneer of every pop music taste, but that she could compete with the hottest moment. Also, at the age of 60, her delivery lines slow down, Papi over a more gradual dance number
delightfully commanding. -Eva Barlow Mark Ronson ft Lykke Lee, Late Night Senses by Mark Ronson, a creative companion to the likes of megastars like Miley Cyrus and Bruno Mars, is not a sidekick. While his colleagues often get more notoriety from their vocals, Ronson is paramount in the world of production. Ronson has been
teasing hits from his fifth studio album all year, but his collaboration with underground bedroom-pop sensation Lykke Lee feels different. It relies on disco and from pop tropes. The title track Late Night Feelings is a song about the voids you feel alone in the dark. Make me psychotic/you pull off/ you take the sane in me / and break it like a
page, Lee sings about an unrequited fascination. A rare rhythm creates maximum feels. -Corinne Osnos Anderson. Paak ft Brandy, Jet Black World didn't know what we needed. But for every tired iteration let's light up, in the Bitmoji-sphere where all this mood, Anderson. Paak gave us a new catchphrase. The California native made
waves this week, from Indio to the Internet. Last Friday, he cast his latest album, Ventura, before taking to the main stage of Coachella to play one of the coveted twilight sets. It hasn't even been six months since. Paak released the album Oxnard, which polarized fans and critics. Ventura Jet Black, artist punctuates his rap verses with
steep breath exhalations before flowing into the choir chorus features of the RCB matriarch Brandi. For a high-energy beat, . Paak includes seductive playfulness in the lyrics. Famous stanzas include: Who gonna love you when your love doesn't exist? / Baby that's just unfair / Jet black hair, baby, jet black hair / At least two grams in the
blunt wrapped there / These two hands always land on a small back / Should I ask if the eyes can go there? For all the gripe of Oxnard's production, Ventura proves that. Paak is far from its peak. -Corinne Osnos Cupcakke, Old Town Hoe In this soft, gloomy cover of the hit Lil Nas X - just kidding. If the phrase Cupcakke remix of Old Town
Road makes even a stitch of meaning for you, you're probably well aware of what you're going to get here, and Cupcakke definitely delivers. As it goes with most of the work of the Chicago rap phenomenon, each line is a dirty citation, as clever as it is rude. Listen, Cupcakke knows what she's doing here: a remix of a hot song is the oldest
trick in the book, and has done the wrong way more often to land with a knock. But Cupcakke kind of makes Old Town Road her own, anyway - a tribute to her impressive talent as well as the original's strange endurance. -Larry Fitzmaurice Lydia Ainsworth, Diamonds Cutting Diamonds Much of what this song does with the voice hits me
right: Kate Bush-style layered vibrato; corroded, spoken word backing vocals; that synth patch that mimics a person's timbre. But bright, chintzy keys are the star of Lydia Ainsworth's latest single. The bass tone sounds like you could wring a full glass of orange juice out of it. The leads are glassy and vintage, so when Ainsworth asks us to
double dare the old world away, I get the feeling that she banishes the past, first drawing it as close to her as possible. -Sasha Geffen Local Indigenous, Tap Dancer Modern Pop dancer Michael Taylor is the real star of the local indigenous's latest single, Tap Dancer. Directed by Jonathan Chu, the music video of the single shows Cole in
a satin red dress, gliding across a white screen that slowly fades in different colors, and Cole is absolutely mesmerizing. Tap Dancer just can't exist without a clip. When Cole's eyes spring open at the beginning of the video, I also spring woke up! I really didn't understand the song until Cole showed me what emotions look like in their most
beautiful form. This girl begs to be the best in all your hipster music videos. -Claire Palo Liss, Talk to me I still don't understand why Danish pop gets so much hate, but after two years of not hearing anything from Liss when they were on hiatus, I no longer have to hide my enthusiasm. Their latest single is the soft pop bop I've been waiting
for and I'm in high spirits to share this special moment with all my friends, lovers and haters. Villads Tyrrestrup said the track is about ups and downs Young adults in this world; sexuality, being in and out of a relationship, and so basically the whole experience of being 20-somethings looking for closure for many things in your life. Talk to
Me is Liss's fresh second EP, which will be released on June 18. Look for it.-Sydney Gore Lungbutter, Flat White I like to pick things, Ky Brooks declares repeatedly throughout the first single from Lungbutter's upcoming debut album, Honey. It's a sarcastic refrain, like an opening monologue to Trainspotting, and while it comes by a guitar
tone that hearkens back into the early days of Sonic Youth, it carries more menace than its Gen-X ancestors. Lungbutter weighs down their rock noise with the feeling that time is running out, that they can be cut off any second. This time it's not just a fake that's at stake. -Sasha Geffen Steve Lacey, N Side If you like your Frank Ocean
from the Lo-Fi side of the 70s psychedelic flourishes and a pinch of funk, Steve Lacey is the man for you. The secret weapon of the Internet (this is his band with Syd, not, as, on the Internet) is back with more solo music, just as his main crew promised that two new albums already in can; these are blessed times! Lacey has established
herself as a star utility internet player (on bass, guitar and sometimes production) as well as on projects for other people (such as, most recently, Vampire Weekend Sunflower and Solange's When I Get Home), but it's time to show some love for his songs. Here's a song that on the first pass will read as soon as some sexual conversations
- to be clear, I kiss you neck and grab I'll effectively fertilize you - but Lacey is smoother than that. He is on an even bolder quest for penetration into the deepest, most difficult sexual organ: the heart. We're talking about the real adult business of people now, whew. Once again, Steve Lacey just gets it. Now give us the debut album! -Dee
Lockett Faye Webster, Flowers foot Father Spring originated with this dreamy collab between a couple of Atlanta's best artists in bloom! Faye Webster is the perfect candidate for the yee-haw agenda, not that she's trying to saddle or anything, but I appreciate her skill for authentic Americana-esque music. (I love Old Town Road as much
as the next person, but I need a break, so I never get sick of it.) However, this slow jam is more in line with her old work, which falls under the trip-hop and RCB spectrum. Flowers comes fresh from Webster's upcoming album, The Atlanta Millionaire Club, which drops in May. We can't wait. -Sydney Gore Courtney Barnett, Everyone here
hates you We're very lucky to have Courtney. When you think of the original, witty, relatable, consistently on-point songwriters over the past decade, Perth-dwelling Barnett is the first thing that comes to mind. Still touring her brilliant second album, tell me how you really feel she decided to treat us with a one-off new release. The title is an
inversion of Jeff Buckley's song Everybody Here Wants You. This is is as self-deprecating as you imagine, and speaks to our our desire to portray a pink way of life, so as not to burden everyone around us with their problems. In the choir she offers the prospect of someone else for change, telling her that she is not alone in her thoughts.
This is another perfect exposing of the trappings of anxiety and self-loathing. Everything hurts, all breaks and everything disappears, she says, before laughing a little. We're going to tell everyone it's okay. - Eva Barlow Lil Uzi Werth, Sanguine Paradise Anyone else on the look run of Uzi right now? At Free Uzi, he blew off for his label
troubles with the bar after the bar's frantic, trippy lyrical fire, and Sanguine Paradise continues the streak. The kick is really up to the races, with skipping horns on top of layers of cavernous bass and intricate percussion like Uzi zones and making its case so easy that someone has to check if it has become pure AI. At best, the Lil Uzi Vert
stream sounds like an iTunes visualizer - endless and colorful, the type of thing you can just focus on for hours. Sanguine Paradise is just one of the latest evidence of this sensory phenomenon, and here's hoping it holds it up. -Larry Fitzmaurice GRIS, Prayer Ice Synthesizers created the basis for Prayer, which is then punctuated by a
woman talking in a phone operator's voice over a twangy beat: You know what they're saying; life doesn't have to be easy, baby - it's meant for life. So enjoy the ups and downs, and remember; When it gets too hot, don't lose your cool. Future funk artist GRIS is back in a big way with Ride Waves, an over-the-top annual social media and
creative break. Grant Kwicinski, a 28-year-old prodigy who acts as a GRi, mixes hard-hitting, wet electronics with juicy instrumental tools for maximum effect in Prayer. His experimentality does not jeopardize his emotional resonance; Elements of the gospel play on a comprehensive message of positivity. Heavy on collaboration (Bootsy
Collins and Snoop Dogg have cameos), Ride Waves is worth a full audition. Let's boogie-woogie. - Corinne Osnos Kaytranada ft VanJess, Dysfunctional Kaytranada's latest track burbles with a kind of warm bass synth that flowed from the golden era of Chicago House. This is Mr. Fingers's bass tone, and in 2019 he won't sound out of
power because in 1988 he's projected into a serene and open future. This future never happened - we live in a friend - but Kaytranada, with his perfectionist ear and delicate touch, drums his own pristine and euphoric vision. The frothy, shuffling backbeat, clumps and spill sister duo VanJess vocals - it thrives to relish the utopian potential
of house music. -Sasha Geffen Crumb, Nina Jazzy psycho-pop is exactly what the doctor ordered for me this week when I felt low and needed a large pickup truck. Crumb is a Brooklyn-based four-piece band that reminds me of the music that my buds are from Idaho, do - which is intended as a huuuuuge compliment. Their debut debut
Jinx drops on June 14th and I can only imagine that the other nine tracks are just as promising as this standout single. -Sydney Gore bleached, Shitty Ballet Sometimes, you have to switch it a bit, and that's exactly what the Cali duo bleached doing here. After several recordings of hard-charging, sweet indie rock, Shitty Ballet finds
fraternal duo Jennifer and Jessica Klavin stripping down their sound not unlike the acoustic-based flip-fragile sound they explored in Mick Miko's defunct punk act. You take me so seriously, they sing in unison, but I take it very seriously. Then the guitars kick because, hey, they mean business. -Larry Fitzmaurice Amil and Sniffers, Got You
Fabulously Named Australian punks Amyl and Sniffers are developing an unbridled living reputation with every city they rock around the world, especially after SXSW. Frontman Amy Taylor sports a mullet and protrudes with a dangerous cheek - she needs to be seen to be believed. On the record, it is as effective as capturing your
attention. Short, edgy, low-fat Got You arrived with the announcement of his debut self-titled album this week. It's a muffler about the giddy early excitement of dating a new love interest: a classy guy with half the full cup she offers in her Aussie twang. It's fun; It's catchy; it will make you want to go down to the local drunk and find your next
victim. -Eva Barlow Femina, Plamas Intentionally evoking the concept of Nereids (sea nymphs from Greek mythology), all women of Femina's group pose nude in the desert landscape on the cover of their third album Perlas and Conchas. After the sun-drenched opening of Brillando's track, Plumas is an ethereal, upbeat exploration of
sexuality. The lyrics of Sabe que saben a dulzura / Sabe que sabe (which translates as He knows they taste sweet / He knows he knows) are repeated throughout Plumas, referring to the Spanish word for feathers. The all-female trio cites Eric Badu's influence on their art; in Plamas, the layering of poetry over the percussion is poignant.
Sisters Sophia and Clara Tracco stand behind the instrumental; caj'n flamenco fuels a rhythm that crystallizes Clara Milli's enticing vocals. He whispers to come here from the shore. -Corinne Osnos Lil Nas X ft Billy Ray Cyrus, Old Town Road Remix I was today years old when I became country-rap music Stan. I'm going to Nashville,
buying cowboy boots, a cowboy hat, I want to take my horse to the old city road, and I can't do it anymore. TikTok scientist Lil Nas collaborated with our old friend Robbie Ray Stewart to make the best country rap song that ever existed. Forget about the music trap, I want to stand on top of the tractor and strap this remix until the cows
come home. After receiving a download from Billboard's country music charts, Lil Nas X returned with an even sweeter remix, with the help of Miley's father. After listening to the remix 12 times this morning and letting the YouTube link crash my Chrome twice, I'd Lil Nas X deserves the CMA at least. As for Bill Ray's revival, I have a lot of
questions. Most importantly, do we think Tish Cyrus actually has a bad Fendi sports bras habit? -Claire Palo Ariana Grande and Victoria Coin, Monopoly Ariana Grande never works. So to celebrate how the last six months of her life amounted to an extended victory circle - unstoppable even in the face of various personal tragedies -
instead of, say, taking a leave of absence, she left and released more music. Monopoly is an absolute gem of a flexible, recorded mostly for crap and giggles with its songwriter Victoria Coin, and seemingly done on the fly while the two tinkered for a while downtime while touring. (Because, of course, Ari spends it from time to time is still
very much.) Play this song and visualize Ari sitting on her throne, shooting what is now her pop kingdom, and serving withering looks at those who can't keep up. Look, her success has reached a point where she can turn the confiscation of 90 percent of the songs royalty for 7 rings in Rogers and Hammerstein estates into a punch line on
this loosie for fans. Even her loss is a bloody victory. -Dee Lockett's Vampire Weekend, This Life Deployment for the highly anticipated fourth vampire weekend album The Father of the Bride has been split in some corners. Obviously, this is shaping up to be the most eclectic album of indie-pop titans, and some of the left-wing twists that
we've heard so far may have made you ask: What happened to the band I knew? Here's where This Life Comes In: His opening lick carries a brief flash of A-Punk before unfolding in a golden, Van Morrison-esque power that interpolates an old ILoveMakonnen song and features contributions from Daniel Haim and Jake Longstreth. It feels
familiar and new, like seeing the sunrise and marveling at the uniqueness of another day. - Larry Fitzmaurice 2019 Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony: All the Young Guys with Def Leppard, Brian May, Ian Hunter, zombies, Suzanne Hoffs, and Steven Van Sandt I'll be honest: I muttered li'l meh when this particular group of
performers came out to perform a rock hall closing all-star jam on the induction last week, mainly because I thought of all the musicians who didn't come on stage. (Stevie Nix. Janet Jackson. Robert Smith. David Byrne.) But whatever it is. Sometimes I can be a cynic. It was a lot of fun! Give me another setting - apart from a rare fundraiser
- that gives this many legends the ability to cross-pollinate and rock for a few minutes just because they can! Also, all the young guys are also terrific we need a crowd-pleasing song of choice. He's going to worry again. -Devon Ivy Hot Chip, Hungry Child's upcoming seventh album from Hot Chip called Bath Ecstasy, which is a great
descriptor as I feel about house music. House music has taken on a new for me in the last 18 months. On January 1, 2018, I decided that I stop drinking. Since then I've been looking for healthier ways to release, ways to access the tips of my neurons and flush my cheeks and a flurry in my chest without making boobs myself. Hot Chip
single Hungry Child reminds me of the noise I feel on the dance floor under a medium sized mirror ball when the drum beat of the New Order Blue Monday kicks and hours of accumulation finally erupt with this euphoria climax of strange limbs and familiar souls. House music can be impregnated, and Hot Chip have become masters of
craft. They reportedly worked with other manufacturers for the first time, including Philippe Sdar (Cassius) and Rodaidh MacDonald (XX). It makes sense that he gave them something even bigger, warmer and brighter - because if you're going to build house music, the bigger the better. The moment, like a heart attack, stop my life, it's
momentarily, repeats vocalist Alexis Taylor on the chorus, asking to be right here, right now. Such clarity was fleeting, and they seized it. -Eve Barlow Khalid foot Safe, Don't pretend Khalid misses someone so much he has phantom text syndrome. I can't relate! Of course not! In a single from his new album, Free Spirit, Khalid croons about
keeping his phone fully charged, hoping his crush calls him back soon. They should ... just be super busy, right? At the choir, the track features a 20-year-old Toronto artist, Safe, who is known for his collaborations with fellow Toronto rapper Drake. Khalid's new album is once again loaded with soft tracks related to our greatest dating
complications in the digital age. Send your location to Khalid, and please call him back, it's rude not to do it! -Clare Palo Mac DeMarco, All of our yesterday's indie rock prankster Mac DeMarco has been going backwards over the past few years: While his first few albums have been warped, Sour-sweet takes on Paul McCartney's own
homespun and intimate 70s solo outing, his latest LP This Old Dog parried a bit of sweetness, allowing his song to stand more starkly if the appeal of this approach is lost on you, that's fine - but if not, all of our yesterday's could be right in your alley. The latter taste from Here Comes the Cowboy simple and brooding, one curved guitar line
slips between his voice, brushed drums, and a simple strum. Lyrical feelings are all in the title, in fact - sometimes, everything is just like that. -Larry Fitzmaurice Hatchie, Stay With Me Finally, an Australian band obsessed with the fact that it's not Tam Impala! Hatchie's music reminds me of everything I loved about the Mary-Kate and
Ashley franchise when it was still strong in the 90s. Her last single is a delicious piece of dream-pop that sugarcoats the gradual unravelling you undergo after the breakup. Stay with me / Why don't you stay with me, she sings in the choir. Because I'm not finished / I came to cancel. I do not know still so underrated, but I'll continue to enjoy
keeping her to herself until her debut album, Keepsake, drops in June. -Sydney Gore Tank and Bankas, Good Things Tarriona Tank Ball and Banques has no problem asking for what she wants (no, deserves) and I'm here for that. Good things are basically the opposite of Taylor Swift's pop anthem. This is a bop from the beginning,
created by the first statement later, later, later alligators. The sound of the band, based in New Orleans, is imbued with soul. There is a genre-bending quality to their music I find irresistible (NPR agrees). Seeing them perform live back in 2017 has only intensified my obsession and I've been angstily awaiting their next release so far. This
track is more playful than Oh Heart and Rollercoasters, but vocalist Ball still showcases an impressive range of vocals, making a chorus with rap lyrics (Gucci purse, Gucci watch) and belts of individual lines (I need OG with a goat). Playful squealing five seconds, the sucker blow Uh delivered on a two minute mark - these are the little
details that set the tank and bang apart. Please go ahead to my future romantic prospects. -Corinne Osnos Snoh Aalegra, You True Love is hard to find in this economy, so when you seem to have stumbled upon something pure, it's natural to go into defense mode by keeping it low - especially if your friends express their disapproval. I've
been on the other side of this equation too many times and I'd like to go on the record of what my SENSES ALWAYS WHEN I get WHIFF TRASH. Sometimes it's in your best interest to keep your mouth shut and let your friends learn a lesson on their own... Since Snoh Aalegra insists on strangling me with her feelings as she tells another
complicated love story, I will oblige. Go bury me! -Sydney Gore Lion Babe, Sexy Please Lion Babe is back with an album filled with slow jamz. Layering sultry vocals over a tribal beat in Solange Fashion, vocalist Gillian Hervey and producer Lucas Goodman find their groove with The Cosmic Wind, their 15-track album released earlier this
week. In search of energy / Need a taste, imagination - prescribing Hervey, thrusting the mood for the track. This song feels like waking up from a winter stay to find your sex drive intact (yay!). Double drums and cascading piano notes are the lifeblood of this song. Like most catchy things, it's repetitive. The expiration date of Sexy Please
remains to be seen, but you may find me playing it on repeat before my next hibernation. -Corinne Osnos Sky Ferreira, Downhill Lullaby Land has moved around the sun six times since Sky Ferreira last put out music. When Night Time, My Time was released in 2013, Ferreira became as big a question mark for pop music as Frank Ocean
was RBC. She was a muse. She was a mystery. She was an actor. She was a recluse. She was a fantastic pop star. In the as Debbie Harry Harry David Lynch, she found the greatest champions. And since then, everyone has been waiting for his follow-up. Last year she released the perfect Soundcloud cover of Voices of Carry on Until
Tuesday, which may have made some indications of her later interests. Now comes Downhill Lullaby, which revisits her with... flurry of strings. Yes?! It's cinematic, it's Gothic, it's elegant. Her vocals breathes over the NIN-style turgid depths before she takes off into a chorus that has more in common with PJ Harvey or Tori Amos than any
of her current peers. Deliciously interesting and well worth the wait. -Eve Barlow Billy Eilish, my strange addiction to Billy Eilish trial office in song! At 12:17 a.m., I heard Steve Carrell's voice in my ears and thought that the roommate, once more, had started watching a TV show in my apartment with thin walls - but no, Eilish just did it to us,
without warning. Soundcloud's debut was born a star when we all fall ASLEEP, where do we go? (Yes, her album title is aggressively capitalized, but her song titles are evenly lowercased, so it doesn't even?), strategically places a surprise Dunder Mifflin cameo in the middle of an otherwise dark, depressing album - and on a thrilling ode
to self-destructive tendencies, no less. It may seem gimmicky, but Eilish weaves it all together perfectly. Just an instant memorable moment on an album full of them. -Claire Palo Phoebe Green, Dreaming of What Can I Say, I'm a sucker for songs that open with a skip, tactile drum beat. A few weeks ago, I wrote about Short Grace Ives,
but just-really-enough to touch the Mirror, and now there's Manchester singer/songwriter Phoebe Green's new single Dreaming Of, whose percussion opening reminded me of the primitive gods of radio Standing Outside a Broken Phonebooth... at first glance, blush. The appearance can be deceptive, though, because Dreaming Of opens
to reveal miles wide of the chorus anchored by Green's sick voice, making for your last tried and true anthem headphones. -Larry Fitzmaurice MARINA, Orange Trees Remember Marina and Diamonds, the light of our pop life? Don't insult me, of course. Ever since she rebranded as only MARINA, and in removing a character who never



felt quite right for her, she inevitably finally sounds like herself. The Orange Trees was painted in honour of the Greek island of Lefkada, where her family originated, so while it carries the same light lightness that Instagram models sipping Sangria by the pool on their sponsored vacations are definitely trying to imagine - every note of this
virtually sun kissed - it still maintains the spirit of the house. -Dee Lockett Jlin, No Name For Artist, as consistently forward thinking as Jlin, is an adult swim one-off almost rings nostalgia. Candy-crusted synths, hi-hat explosions, and (thin) bass drops bring me back to the early Skrillex singles that mined YouTube when YouTube wasn't yet
a repository for Propaganda. Of course, Jlin is ahead of Skrillex and his web local millennial men per mile in terms of technical agility. No Name maps the irreverence of late aughts dubstep on the razor sharp sensitivity of one of the most interesting and accurate modern manufacturers as xenomorph wearing bear skin care. -Sasha Geffen
Rosala and J Balvin ft El Guincho, Con Altura Before she even had the opportunity to flex her versatility, it seemed that the Spanish singer Rosalia had already been in a box in some neo-classical Latin genre that a certain type of purist craves. She makes flamenco available for a new generation, yes, but even Rosal herself isn't so sure
that's all she just had. Her new song, Con Altura, proves that it's certainly not all she's capable of: When I was younger, I loved listening to reggaeton, and it might be natural for me to make a song like this before, but I don't like to force anything,' she explained in a statement. The collaboration thus offers a more organic step in a new
direction, which is exactly what happened when she joined the forces of j Balvin, producer Frank Dukes, and Spain's El Guincho. Together they created Rosal to take on cross-regional reggaeton. It sounds unique, fresh, and a challenge for any other artist to reproduce, at a time when so few songs ever do. -Dee Lockett Show Me Body,
Not for Love #20ninescene've Never Been More Alive Now that Show Me The Dog Whistle Body is officially out. The album is 28 minutes of bitter bliss as a New York band tackles the devastation of loss by appealing to their community for support. Not For Love reminds me of the golden days of high school, when friends were motivated
to do things solely for the thrill of it. (With that said, I'm basically referring to things like going to a warped tour.) The last 16 seconds of this track, where all the noise disappears and all you can hear is the screams of Julian Cashwan Pratt, going into breathless, cooling me to the bone. Open that hole, all of you. -Sydney Gore Georgia,
about the work of the dance floor Georgia Barnes was around for a minute: her self-titled Domino's debut in 2015 was a nice grab of a bag au courant and pop-adjacent sounds that offered more talent lying underneath. Consider the work of the dance floor that promise fulfilled, then - this bold, radiant electro-pop with flashy, house-debt-
produced touches and a hell of a synth-led earworm makes up its beating heart. It evokes nostalgia at its core, not in the 1980s - rather, about five or six years ago, when every band and artist goes out seemed committed to reviving the slick and strange synth-pop sound that the knife froze in amber with their 2000s classic Silent Shout.
Barnes clearly keeps the dream alive. -Larry Fitzmaurice Melia, Trip There are some songs created, almost as by algorithm, exclusively for the soundtrack of IG villains content. It's, from the Harlem rapper/singer/ is that. That we are here mishmash meaningless words -- one of many of the new project, phAses - which serve no other
purpose than make Melia, and anyone who listens to Melia (woman especially) feel like absolute crap, even if it may be further from the truth. (I fuckin mental /No random /speedin' at the box office.) It's like you woke up hungover with a dollar in your name, but nonetheless, no one can tell you anything. You're that bitch. I classify this genre
as a social media spiritual and I want 1000 more like it. -Dee Lockett Foie Gras, Psychic Sobriety Between Billy Eilish, new song Palehound, Sky Ferreira comeback single, and Foie Gras Mental Sobriety, 2019 is shaping up to be the year of Girl Creep: a gender archetype defined by excessive female desire, intrigue and menace. I'm lying
badly, but I want you/I want you to choke me until you love me, this latest installment starts, a big couplet that only gets better as the song progresses. I'm lying badly, but I'll keep you safe / In my ashtray, she continues, a couple of lines that kick me back into placebo on their acid glam heyday. No, I won't perform well, but yes, I'll get what
I want, and God help whoever tries to stop me. -Sasha Geffen Windwaker, My Empire Reminds Linkin Park in Numb, a moody, ambient opening precipitated by a screaming chorus in My Empire. Where the LP was a boy band masquerading as a punk band (remember Lil J?), Windwaker feels different (Meet the Pretty Reckless). The all-
male quintuplet that make up the Australian metalcore band Windwaker got their start inland, in the town of Wagga Wagga. And for punk, nervous, this is one of the most enjoyable tracks of the band. They will never give you a way out / They will rise like kings / The call of oppression / Held on a whim to live, shouts vocalist Will King as the
guitar-heavy build-up reaches an belated climax. Whispers loom in front of the implicit growls; the contrast is nothing short of magnetic. Aggressive vocals have not been muted in production to appeal to the Top 40 crowd (I'm looking at you, Future Islands). These Triple J cutes are worth keeping their ears on in 2019. Lizzo foot Missy
Elliott, Tempo There is no one churning out BBW anthems better than the queen of the fat bitch nation Lizzo. But before her, there was Missy Elliott as her lone delegate, as far as the music industry allowed plus-size black women, anyway. With Lizzo as Missy's heir apparently, the two were destined to cooperate. Their resulting track
together, Tempo - from Liszo can't miss the upcoming major label debut - makes for a seismic shift in how luscious bodies should be served. As Lizzo says, Slow Songs, they're for skinny hoes/can't move it all here to one of them. And who better to place Liszo's divine right to rotate without being smothered by barely twerking bops bored
clubs (shockingly almost always made by men) than her damned It is a woman's job to represent herself, to be seen. In the true spirit of Missy, who Here is mainly as an advertising woman, Lizzo even invents the word for what she does on this track: Mine is not accessarary - not a trend, not an afterthought, and certainly not a little. -Dee
Lockett The Cranberries, Wake Me When It's Over When I Feel Aggravated by Some Men, I sometimes say that cranberries are my favorite grunge band. Songs such as the zombie use in the same extremeness as Soundgarden or Stone Temple Pilots, and Wake Me When It's Over, recently released a song from the upcoming band After
All, bristles in the same vein. The texture of Dolores O'Riordan's voice, as well as the band's use of pure guitar and reverb along with the classic power cleavage chord, keeps this song from serving as a time capsule. It's not nostalgia, but it's one of the last places where we'll hear the voice of the late O'Riordan, which gives it an
atmosphere of scarcity and therefore urgency. Basically it's a sharp hook with a hard kick behind it, a couple up a bit of brooding - all great about cranberries then and now. -Sasha Geffen Flume, How to build a relationship foot JPEGMAFIA I didn't expect Flume to surprise the drop mixtape soon, but I finally got around streaming Hi It
Flume and, well, thank you very much, Harley Edward Streten. And as it happens, while I was hiding from the world at the Treefort Festival this week, I managed to catch JPEGMAFIA throwing his vest protected body around on stage in front of a predominantly white youth in the middle of Boise, Idaho, and I was amazed at how they were
losing their minds over it. But back on the track ... Social climbers really get you in a cold mood and sometimes you need to express yourself about it! Maintaining a healthy relationship as an adult way is harder than it should be, so instead let's directly focus on JPEGMAFIA's useful flashes of laughter and manifest that energy instead. -
Sydney Gore Kate Le Bon, Daylight Matters Welsh singer-songwriter Kate Le Bon is getting weird in her little corner of the world for a moment, but she rose to prominence this year through her worthy contribution to Atlanta's gentle aggressors Deerhunter's latest LP Why hasn't everyone already disappeared? In other words, the perfect
time for another solo album from her - and poppy gait Daylight Matters, from her upcoming Reward, carries the art-rock charms that Deerhunter often possesses just the right amount of off-kilter sound she has become known for. It sounds like spring, and the Lord knows we could all use a little more daylight these days. -Larry Fitzmaurice
Ryan Polley, Aim Slow Formerly known as the Los Angeles Police Department, Los Angeles-based singer-songwriter and bedroom producer Ryan Polly has recovered from a cancer diagnosis in 2018 and made a new batch of material while in recovery. The first piece, Aim Slow, decides not to shy away from this recent personal story,
complementing videos from Polly's childhood next to him in his room in the hospital room, smiling amid life's problems. The song itself presents in the spirit of classic Californian melodies, a series of moderately traveling piano chords that reveal Polly's gentle vocals, while a small guitar line adds a smidgen of soulful groove to an otherwise
philosophical march steeped in questions about religion and mortality. Although I strive slowly, my god is insane, he repeats. -Eve Barlow Lydia Ainsworth, Tell Me I Exist Tell Me I Exist, from Ainsworth's upcoming album Phantom Forest, speaks of an all-too-familiar millennial anxiety around the role outside vetting plays in a digitized
world. Tell me I exist / Look what I've become / Prove that I'm still here / Prove that I'm enough chorus coming; equal parts of pleading and self-criticism. The song finds Ainsworth revealing her desire to overcome loneliness as well. I fantasize about my personal life/With my DNA unsigned contracts, she admits, one of several half-baked
introspection woven throughout the song. Influenced by string and multi-layered vocals, obsessively echoes over frenetic chords. It's a powerful combination of synth-pop and existentialism, straight up. -Corinne Osnos Weyes Blood, Cinema Natalie Mehring has spent the last decade navigating the psychedelic folk desert as Weyes Blood,
and Cinema - the latest single from her upcoming debut Sub Pop Titanic Rising - is basically her big close-up. Throat-tickle synth arpeggio runs all over before smashing into scraping strings and pounding drums, but Mehring's voice is bubbling through the chaos. Movies that I watched as a child / Hopes and Dreams / Don't give credit to
the real things she believes before turning what sounds like a negative feeling into a pure positive: I love movies. Nothing satisfies more than a twist ending. -The Larry Fitzmaurice Institute, Dazzle Paint Dazzle Painting, for those who don't know the naval folk - including me before writing this promotional video - originated in World War I
as a new, cunning, geometric-shaped military camouflage ship designed to disorient enemies with bold, zebra-like patterns. (You know, the opposite of the purpose of camouflage.) As technology advances, the need for adversaries to travel with M.C. Escher-like confusion has ceased to exist, but the metaphor remains apt for Austin, and
now the New York Institution of Post-Punks, and their perception of society. Cleverly critical and undeniably furious with the political world around them, Dazzle Paint offers solutions offered by even superficially progressive candidates just now: surface level, temporary, short-sighted, razzle-blindness. The first single from the band's
upcoming third album, Dazzle Paint is short, brooding, dare I say snarl, and chock full of riffs that can't quit. And I can't stop listening to him. -Maria Sherman Lennon Stella, Bitch I'm a bitch. You're a bitch. We're all. And that's bitch nom bitch - - As Canadian teen pop singer Lennon Stella sings in his new single Bitch. Known for her starring
role in Nashville, Stella is one steamy upbeat pop vocalist to watch. Her solo EP Love, Me, including the soft singles Bad and Fortress, demonstrates her ability to have honest, meaningful pop music. (Her other recognizable feat is her viral 2012 YouTube cover Robin Call Her Girlfriend.) Bitch is the track you DM, that dude who called you
a bitch, or your frenemy who makes those backhand compliments, or the girl in the gym who steals your spin bike. There's no time for that, bitch. Stella is a teenager who sings about teenage things, hitting every note and every vulnerable, ephemeral feeling at its core. -Claire Palo Anohni ft Jade Bell and J. Ralph, Karma I got so used to
hearing Anohni's voice hovering over chaotic electronic landscapes that it's actually a surprise to hear her accompanied by a guitar again. Karma brings me back to her work with the Johnsons, where I first heard her, where order above all else was as soft as possible. The way her voice cascades through audio channels when she repeats
words just to let go is a testament to her power as a vocalist who depends on the interaction between delicacy and power. It's an advantage of one for Jade's children, a nonprofit aimed at shielding young people from the risks of substance abuse by getting them involved in art, and it suggests that the light that sometimes appears at the
bottom of the cliff: the sudden realization that, in the end, the doors seemed to close, there is a way forward into the world that the human animal is infinitely malleable and capable of growth, that this life is bigger than anything that it was so far away. -Sasha Geffen Nilefer Yanya, Unenced Sometimes my colleagues try to tell me that rock
is no longer good, and I feel that my blood is starting to boil, because if they knew women like Nilefer Janya, they would know the truth! Our attention spans are shrinking by the minute, so the fact that Miss Universe runs 17 tracks in length is a high risk, but it's one of the most polished projects I've heard in months. The distorted guitars
are tempting enough, but when Jana chanting: Look at you, I can't look at you/ Standing there, all your problems are solved with complete control, I really lose it. Don't keep in mind that I'm drifting here and drowning in a sea of my emotions. I could go on and on about how talented Ninefer Janya is, so I'll just shut up and let you listen to
the recordings. -Sydney Gore Shura, BKLNLDN, It's been three years since British songwriter and producer Shura put out her debut synth-pop album Nothing's Real, so to have her name pop up back time is as beautiful as a surprise knock on the door from an old friend. The first single from her next album is the beginning of a new and
the benefits of a generous incubation period. He possessed all the slow-jam broodiness of the late 90s Janet Jackson's deep cut, inspired by a sudden rush with a in all his breath theft of rapid heartbeat and mental paranoia. It's love, it's an emergency! A choir comes to talk about Shura's move to Brooklyn from London to be with her
partner. The last minute shows a playful move to the uptempo to beat signifying her Stateside arrival. He misses with glee to new beginnings. -Eve Barlow Maren Morris, Make Out With Me On Friday night when I was going about my weekend and doing nothing in particular, I started laughing hysterically thinking about what Leonardo
DiCaprio was doing when he was, say, on a pregame and someone's iPhone shuffled to a Rihanna Higher song. Is he going to break? Is he sitting in silence, zipping up his hoodie? And does Tobey Maguire roll his eyes and make an excuse for a gaggle of 20-something that perm-set wherever Leo DiCaprio lives? Lucas Haas just point to
the speaker and ask someone to skip the song? Truly, I'd like to know. Anyway, a song that is very similar to Higher, but not quite like Higher is Maren Morris's new song, Make Out With Me. It's a brief ode to being a bit drunk and a lot, and it sounds like we arrived late to a drunken rambling poet, unconverted. Come put your stuff down, I
order to endure / No more to say now, babe, just to develop with me, Morris sings. Yes. -Hunter Harris Holly Herndon, Eternal Holly Herndon has made her upcoming third album Proto in concert with a piece of software she trained to sing. Her latest single from this record, Eternal, throws in a mess the impulse to find the human part of the
given sound. It is impossible to tell where Herndon ends up and her car begins; Processed voices are rolled up and scattered throughout the rhythm, making use of a string chord that sounds like the old tone of a Windows error. If humans, as a species, are defined by our use of technology, what use in strengthening the false binary
between man and machine? We extend to devices that we use daily. In the late 90's I read an online guide to Vicki, which included spells for cleaning and protecting home computers as if they were bodies or expanding bodies. Perpetual tracks that flow. -Sasha Geffen Gus Dapperton, Fill Me Up Anthem As a mo0o0o0dy teenager, you
couldn't convince me to slow down the dance. I found the whole idea of his eyes rolling in a back-of-my-skull boring, confused about how someone would have the desire to invade someone else's personal space while waddling like a pair of clumsy penguins with nowhere to go. Post-pop singer Gus Dapperton's latest single sees him
leaning further into his cinematic tendencies with a charming slow jam about the kind of bland, gushy love that I swear exists only in 80s movies, a time when slow dancing wasn't so cringe worthy, because it really meant SOMETHING like everything worked their magic in a toxic atmosphere contaminated by social stigma. Path Path
Dapperton straps out I just hope he does/ because my hoe brings home bacon a bit like the growl of King Krul, which also really takes me to me. Autro also hits me hard in the gut as he repeats variations of the line Fill Me Up and Kill Me Gently like a True Novel. This time, I feel a little less empty inside. -Sydney Gore Grace Ives, Mirror
Up to this point, Grace Ives came across as a bit weirdo. Astoria's captivating debut MINI-album Homebody, 2016's Really Hot, contained fragile dead-eyed parts of Suicide, John Mouse's oscillating synth ejection, and left-wing indie pop, once associated with legendary indie label K Records. (Sample song name: Weirdwordsworms.) At
the Mirror, Ives retains the closeness of her previous work, embracing a distinctly poppier sound, crisp backbeat and watery melodic mist serving as the basis for her brooding vocal take. I think I finally got it f-ing, Ives sighing in front of the Mirror's breakbeat-explosion chorus - a statement that is much relatable to millennial desire as it tilts
toward its further artistic maturation. -Larry Fitzmaurice Best Songs of the Week: Tam Impala, Weeknd, Read More
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